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“Shale gas is a once-in-a-century opportunity.

It’s giving North America energy security from
imports, it’s offering a lower-carbon fuel,
and it’s creating jobs.” — Russ Ford,
Executive Vice President, Onshore Gas

ncisco
“One of the great advantages Shell brings as
an integrated major is the ability to generate

South Africa

and apply new technologies over the full life
cycle of the field.” — Paul Goodfellow,
Vice President of Development, Onshore Gas

GRAND ANIVA

“We have a fundamental belief that we have
more success if we work with people in ways
that are inclusive and try to find the solution that
works best for everyone.” – Jeff Wahleithner,
Vice President, Wells, Upstream Americas

Royal Dutch Shell and its affiliates are referred throughout simply as Shell.
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From a single well pad, multiple
wells can be drilled to intersect
discreet tight gas reservoirs.

WHAT IS “NATURAL” GAS?

People think of natural gas as the cleanest of all hydrocarbon

and three in Europe. Shell’s Eco-marathons in the Americas,

fuels, and it is. But natural gas does much more than keep us

Europe and Asia challenge bright young minds to create the

warm and cook our meals. Natural gas generates much of the

world’s most energy-efficient cars. We’ve even used our experi-

world’s electricity. The U.S. Department of Energy estimates

ence with oil and gas platforms to build offshore windmills

that 900 of the next 1,000 new power plants built in the

that can withstand the harsh conditions of the North Sea. Shell

United States will be gas-fired.

supports alternative energy, but for the next few decades, there

An increasing number of cars, trucks – even airplanes – use

simply won’t be enough of it to meet the world demand.

some form of natural gas as fuel as well. Natural gas, which
chemists call “methane,” is the feedstock for most fertilizers. It’s

NATURAL GAS FROM ROCKS

also used to make plastics, paint, fabrics, glass, steel and other

An increasing portion of Shell’s development opportunities

products we use every day. Natural gas is a strategic energy

are in what are commonly called “unconventional” reser-

source that directly affects the economies of nations.

voirs. While there are technical distinctions between them,

At the end of the 1990s, the world’s supply of natural gas

tight gas, shale gas and coalbed methane reservoirs are

was thought to be in decline. Conventional supplies of natural

all non-traditional sources of natural gas. The differences

gas were running out, yet the demand for gas was going up

between them relate to the geophysical mechanisms that

even faster than the demand for oil.

hold the molecules of methane within the rock, the extent of

Perhaps you’ve heard conflicting reports of how much oil
and gas remains. Some say there is plenty – enough to last a

the reservoirs, and how the gas got there to begin with.
Science aside, if you could somehow bring four

century or more. We think so too. The trouble is, both oil and

refrigerator-sized blocks of rock to the surface and set them

gas are increasingly hard to extract. Much of the world’s re-

in a row on the sidewalk, the one from a conventional gas

maining oil is as thick as peanut butter, and most of its natural

reservoir would release most of its methane in a few hours.

gas is locked in solid rock.

The block of coal might take months to do the same. The
block from a tight gas reservoir could take years, and the

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

There are, of course, other ways to generate electricity and fuel

one from a shale gas reservoir would take decades.
The important thing to remember is that even though the

cars. Shell estimates renewable sources could provide more

reservoirs are not conventional, the methane they produce

than 15% of the world’s energy by 2025. As an energy com-

is no different from the methane from any conventional gas

pany, we’re involved in eight wind projects in North America

field, anywhere in the world.
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THE PROMISE OF “TIGHT”

reservoirs. The larger percentage below

NATURAL GAS

represents the potential volumes of natural

Most analysts agree that large new dis-

gas in what we call “tight” reservoirs.

coveries of easily recovered natural gas

The potential is huge. In North America,

are less likely every year. Shell and other

some tight reservoirs cover areas the size

energy companies are turning instead to

of the Netherlands.”

more difficult sources to keep up with the
global demand for natural gas.
Our success in tight reservoirs is

ervoirs range from 3,000 to 10,000
trillion cubic feet. To put that in context,

developed by Shell. The good news is

the world’s annual demand for natural

that the technology works, it is safe, and

gas is about 100 trillion cubic feet.
“There are many large tight reser-

What’s more, the ability to develop

voir deposits of natural gas in North

tight reservoirs means that there is far

America, Europe, North Africa, Asia

more natural gas available than anyone

and the Middle East,” Giles says.

thought just a few decades ago.

“How quickly these are developed

“Imagine the world’s total gas reserves as a pyramid,” says Melvyn Giles,

depends on the demand for natural gas
and the economics of producing it.”

Shell’s theme leader for Unconventional
Gas. “A small percentage at the top of

THE CHALLENGE

the pyramid represents the currently identi-

The complex nature of tight natural gas

fied volumes from conventional sandstone

reservoirs is challenging on many fronts.

Technically recoverable
natural gas from tight
reservoirs is needed
to meet the growing
global demand.

4

recoverable natural gas from tight res-

based on proven technology, much of it

it is becoming more efficient every year.

Natural gas is as
much as 100 times
more likely to flow
through porous
sandstone as it is
through dense rock.

The best estimates of the technically

COALBED METHANE

Shell’s portfolio in tight gas, shale gas, and coalbed methane spans the world.

During exploration, for example, conven-

make decisions about the flow rates in

tional seismic and logging tools may not

different zones.”

be sensitive enough to give geologists
sufficient data.
“The porosity of a formation may

Another challenge is that tight
reservoirs are susceptible to formation
damage from a conventional drilling

be as low as four percent,” says Dave

practice that requires an overbalance

Elliott, lead production technologist for

of drilling fluid in the wellbore.

Tight Gas. “That means 96 percent of
the reservoir is solid rock.”
Even the best logging information
has an error of plus or minus one per-

Even though drillers call it “mud,” today’s drilling fluids are high-tech blends
that are formulated for each well.
Drilling fluid serves two purposes.

Dave Elliott, lead
production technologist for
Tight Gas

the bottom to be almost 5,000 pounds
per square inch. If the hole were

cent, so the actual porosity could be as

First, it is pumped from the surface to

empty, the reservoir pressure would

low as three percent or as much as five

the bottom of the hole and back to the

quickly fill the wellbore with fluids and

percent. At much below three percent,

surface to remove rock cuttings from

push them to the surface. Drilling fluids

the gas won’t flow, but if the porosity is

around the drill bit at the bottom of the

serve as a counterbalance. The exact

as high as five percent, you might have

well. The second main function of drill-

weight per gallon of fluid is calculated

a viable well.

ing fluid is that its weight allows drillers

for each well. If the wellbore is full of

to control pressure in the well.

drilling fluid, that 10,000-foot column

“In tight reservoirs, the flow rates
are not only very low, they’re inconsis-

Whenever we drill into the earth,

is heavy enough to keep the downhole

tent from one zone to the next,” Elliott

the pressure increases at almost half

says. “Even if conventional data acqui-

a pound for every foot of depth. That

sition were more accurate, it wouldn’t

means if the hole is 10,000 feet

typical to make the downward weight

provide enough information for us to

deep, we can expect that pressure at

of the drilling fluid more than enough to

pressure in check.
When we drill a new well, it’s

5
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Overbalanced drilling (left) can push drilling fluids into the reservoir. Underbalanced
drilling is a safe way to keep drilling fluids
from pushing into the surrounding rock.

overcome the upward push of pressure

against it. Inside the wellbore, it means

the industry’s first horizontal wells and

in the reservoir. It’s called “overbal-

that as the well is being drilled, the nat-

developed the technology to handle

anced” drilling, and it has been the in-

ural pressure of the reservoir is enough

moderately tight reservoirs.

dustry’s standard practice for decades.

to keep drilling fluid from entering the

Overbalanced drilling, however, doesn’t

rock immediately around the hole.

work as well in tight reservoirs.
“The problem is that in tight reser-

Underbalanced drilling does

“We now have a toolbox of ways
to deal with extremely tight reservoirs,”
Elliott says. “It includes both proprietary

increase the chance of the borehole

and non-proprietary technology, but

voirs, the weight of the drilling fluid

closing in on itself, but Shell research is

just as important has been the exper-

pushes some of it into the reservoir

addressing the problem.

tise Shell has gained about when and

rock.” Elliott explains.

“Our understanding of the process

where to apply these tools.”

The problem is easy to understand.

has improved dramatically,” Elliott says.

The flow rates in tight reservoirs are so

“We’re using underbalanced drilling in

EXPANDING NATURAL FRACTURES

low that any drilling fluid that squeezes

our four largest tight gas developments,

IN THE ROCK

from the wellbore into the surrounding

and we have learned a great deal

Permeability in tight reservoirs depends

rock is like putting a cork in a bottle.

about borehole stability.”

in part on the extent of natural fractures

The presence of even small amounts

Underbalanced drilling can greatly

-- even those tiny cracks that have

of drilling fluid in the pores of the rock

improve well production, which means

re-sealed themselves over time. While

is usually enough to block the flow of

that fewer wells are needed to drain

fractured reservoirs are likely to produce

natural gas from the reservoir into the

the reservoir. Shell has advanced

more gas, natural fractures alone are

wellbore.

underbalanced drilling since the 1970s

seldom enough to make a good well.

The answer has been a relatively
new technique called “underbalanced”
drilling. As the name implies, the

and may now be the industry’s largest
user of this technology.
Shell’s experience with tight

For tight reservoirs to produce
enough natural gas to be worthwhile,
we need to create additional fracture

weight of the drilling fluid is slightly less

reservoirs started decades ago in the

zones around the wellbore. Drillers call

than the formation pressure pushing

North Sea, when it drilled some of

it “fracking.”
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Illustration courtesy of Baker Hughes

HYDRAULIC FRACTURING TO
IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

Technology makes a difference in the amount of natural gas

THE FRACTURING PROCESS

that can be recovered from a tight reservoir. One of the pri-

Successful fracturing operations extend and increase the

mary technologies is the ability to fracture the rock. Fracturing

number of fractures that are already in the rock. The process

gives gas molecules a path to move through the reservoir to

typically involves injecting large volumes of water and sand

the wellbore.

under high pressure into the target zone. The pressure pushes

The first commercial hydraulic fracturing job was per-

the water and the grains of sand into the formation, creating

formed in the 1940s, and ever since, it has been one of the

networks of small cracks that can run hundreds of feet into

industry’s standard techniques for stimulating flow in a variety

the formation.

of oil and gas reservoirs.
Although fracturing is effective, it is not cheap. A fractur-

The sand, or “proppant” carried by the water remains
behind to hold the cracks open once the water pressure is

ing job in some tight reservoirs can account for 30 percent

released. Depending on the reservoir rock, high-strength

of the total cost of the well. Much of the research in this area

ceramic beads may be used instead of sand, and small

is aimed at increasing efficiency and reducing the cost.

amounts of chemicals are typically added to thicken the wa-

“Shell is an industry leader in fracturing,” Elliott says.
“And our ability to reduce costs and increase productivity

ter so that it will carry the proppant farther into the cracks.
In the weeks following a fracturing operation, about half

has paid off. In our Pinedale field in Wyoming, for example,

of the water will come back out of the reservoir and return to

we’ve been able to hold our drilling and completion costs

the surface, where it is either treated to remove any contami-

steady, while other operators in the area have seen increases

nants, or directly reused to fracture another well.

of 35 percent for the equivalent services and equipment
over the last few years. Another example is Shell’s Changbei
natural gas development in China, where we’ve cut drilling
times by more than 40 percent.”
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Shell Canada’s first gas
plant was built at Jumping Pound in 1951 in the
foothills of the Canadian
Rockies. The plant has
since undergone major
expansions and several
new fields have been
discovered in the area.
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THE ECONOMICS OF TIGHT

tight. For one thing, tight reservoirs are

RESERVOIRS

generally much larger than conven-

With the drilling and well completion

tional reservoirs. The Marcellus Forma-

technology available in 2000, it would

tion, one of the world’s largest shale

have been too expensive to develop

reservoirs, covers 54,000 square miles

many of the gas fields that are operat-

across Appalachia in the northeastern

ing today. What has changed is the

United States.

speed of drilling new wells and the

Another difference is the volume of

efficiency of the fracturing process.

gas from each well. Conventional gas

There are also fundamental dif-

reservoirs, using relatively few wells, pro-

ferences between gas-permeable

duce a lot of gas in the beginning, then

reservoirs and those where the rock is

taper off quickly in three to five years.

Operators of the field maintain produc-

ment, is influenced by the success of

tion by drilling new wells to replace the

previously drilled wells and the current

ones that are depleted. Tight reservoirs

and predicted price of natural gas,”

usually require many more wells.

Milatz says.

Although they produce less gas per well,

“The much slower rate at which

the flow can remain relatively steady

tight reservoirs release their gas means

for 15, 20 or even 30 years. It means

that the wells produce more slowly,

that recovering natural gas from a tight

but for a much longer time. As a result,

reservoir is a long-term investment.

it takes longer to reach the economic

Tight reservoirs that require fractur-

Hans Milatz, global
portfolio manager,
Subsurface and Wells.

breakeven point, but the potential

ing are more expensive to develop than

remains attractive compared to other

most onshore sandstone reservoirs. On

natural gas projects.”

the positive side, tight reservoirs typi-

others, and the upfront investment in
technology to identify these ‘sweet

cally produce dry gas, which means

LEAN DRILLING

spots’ allows Shell to access the more

the methane contains almost no oil or

The challenge in developing any

valuable acreage and distinguish itself

water. Dry gas is cheaper to produce

tight reservoir is to use technology to

from the rest of industry. Technology

than wet gas, because it doesn’t re-

increase production and reduce costs.

is the key, since it’s always easier to

quire as much equipment on the surface

In the United States, operators of

develop a good asset than to fix a

to separate the fluids.

Shell’s Pinedale, Wyoming, field have

difficult one.”

“Each year in the life cycle of a

continuously pushed down drilling costs

tight reservoir, additional wells coming

and improved well performance using

OUR COMMITMENT

online bring an increase in production,”

what the industry calls “lean” operating

Shell understands the debate about

says Hans Milatz, Shell’s Global Port-

principles to drill and fracture the wells

hydraulic fracturing. We also recognize

folio manager, Subsurface and Wells.

in an environmentally friendly way.

that as a leader in the field, it is our

“Lean drilling techniques are essen-

responsibility to set a high standard for

ment, modest investments are made

tial,” Milatz says. “Tight reservoirs may

the industry; one that we can be proud

over a much longer period compared

require hundreds of wells, and that is

of and that the public will come to re-

to conventional fields.”

an opportunity to benefit from econo-

spect. We also want to be completely

mies of scale.”

transparent in what we do.

“Instead of the significant upfront invest-

That lends itself to rolling investment decisions that can lower the

Operators can save money, say,

Toward that end, Shell published

financial risk of the project. In periods

by connecting new wells to existing

in 2011 a set of its onshore operating

where natural gas prices fall below

infrastructure, by streamlining repetitive

principles for recovering oil and gas

the economic cost of production, it’s

operations, and by learning from previ-

from tight reservoirs. Go to www.shell.

much easier to ease back the pace of

ous wells.

us/home/content/usa/aboutshell/

new wells.
“Each new investment decision,
which affects the speed of develop-

“Not all areas of the reservoir

media_center to find the June 29 press

produce equal amounts of gas,” Milatz

release and further information, includ-

says. “Some areas will be better than

ing a video.
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PINEDALE,
WYOMING, U.S.A.
One of the largest gas fields in the United States lies in the
historic Green River Valley south of Pinedale, Wyoming. It
was here in the mid-1800s that thousands of pioneering
families traveled the Oregon Trail by wagon, horseback and
on foot toward new lives in the American West.
Today, the wide-open spaces look much the same as they
did in 1850. Modern-day residents of rural Sublette County
– a few of them descendants of the early pioneers – like to
boast that you still won’t find a stoplight anywhere.
Geologists know Sublette County as the Pinedale Anticline
Project Area (PAPA). They estimate that PAPA’s tight reservoirs
hold up to 25 trillion cubic feet of recoverable natural gas,

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

enough to supply 10 million homes for more than 30 years.

If there is one overriding theme in Shell’s Pinedale develop-

About 80 percent of the land in Sublette County belongs
to the U.S. Bureau of Land Management and another five
percent belongs to the State of Wyoming. The rest is in

ment, it is the extraordinary effort to make the operation more
efficient, safer and environmentally sound.
“What makes Pinedale so special is the extent of our

private hands. The first well in the PAPA was drilled in the

continuous improvements within the asset since we acquired

1930s, but the technology to recover the gas economically

the field in 2001,” says James Duran, Pinedale operations

didn’t evolve until the early 2000s.

manager. “That is core to making the development successful.”

Shell was one of the first international oil companies to

Duran himself lives in Sublette County, as do most of the

invest heavily in natural gas from tight reservoirs. Until the

85 Shell employees who support production operations at

late 1990s, tight reservoirs were still the domain of small and

Pinedale.

mid-size companies. Shell aquired its interest in 2001 and is
now one of the largest operators in the Pinedale Anticline.
The reservoir could be productive for another 40 years.

“We’re here to stay,” Duran says. “As members of the
community, we have a stake in making sure that our operations are safe and that we respect the environment. I’m on

Meanwhile, the challenge for Shell and other Pinedale

the board of the Chamber of Commerce in Sublette County,

operators is to recover the gas with minimal disturbance to

so I get to see our operations from the perspective of the

the environment.

other board members and the Chamber itself.”
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As head of Pinedale operations,

and production operations around the

have nearly 500 wells in the Pinedale

Duran suggests that there is no one

clock and every day. On a practical

field, and will be producing more than

technology leading the way. “It isn’t just

side, effective planning and commu-

350 million cubic feet of gas per day.

drilling, hydraulic fracturing or rock-bit

nications is foundational to safe and

technology,” he says, “it is a host of

efficient operations.”

DEVELOPING THE FIELD

Shale gas and tight gas reservoirs

incremental improvements that yield a
LOCAL JOBS

differ in one important way. Gas

In addition to Shell employees and

shales are often found in relatively thin

scale, and a host of other resources

direct contractors, another 700 people

homogeneous layers that are spread

that smaller operators might not have.

– from welders and mechanics to

out over wide areas, like the icing

Research and Development, for

carpenters, caterers and cooks – work

between layers of a cake. Shale gas

example.

for third-party employers on Shell’s

wells typically run horizontally through

behalf. The total number varies with

the producing zone.

significant benefit over time.”
Shell also brings economies of

“Now we are looking at what we
will need later in the life of the field.

the rig count, but when Shell ran eight

We have the resource base to draw

drilling rigs through much of 2008, it

quite thick. In Pinedale, the producing

upon within Shell, not only in the United

directly contributed some 1,500 jobs to

zone runs from about 7,000 to 14,000

States, but globally.” Duran adds that

the region.

feet, which means the gas it contains

teamwork is another important factor.
“In a field this size, we have a lot of

A third party, for example, operates
the gathering plant that receives natural

In contrast, tight gas plays can be

can be recovered most efficiently by
vertical or slightly deviated wells.

simultaneous operations. We will have

gas from more than a dozen operators in

“The similarity between most

drilling and completions, construction

the field. By the end of 2011, Shell will

shale and tight gas reservoirs is that

“When Shell acquired Pinedale in 2001,
some facilities had less stringent air quality limits grandfathered in,” says operations
manager James Duran. “We could have
continued under those old permits, but we
chose to upgrade and bring them in line
with all of our other operations.”

14

they have to be fractured before they
produce any gas,” says John Bickley,
Pinedale development manager. “In
Pinedale we have a very thick layer of
rock with a lot of small, discontinuous
reservoirs, so we need a lot of wells to
access them.”
To reduce the footprint, the wells are
drilled in clusters, with 16 or more on
a single 15-acre site. Permits allow one
such pad for every 160 acres. Unconventional gas, however, is what investors
call a “margin” business. It means that to
make a profit, you have to keep drilling
and completion costs down.
In 2002, for example, the average
14,000-foot well took about 60 days

“When we first bought this property,

to drill. Similar wells are now being

fracturing took 20 to 30 days. Now,

drilled in 15 to 20 days.

with newer techniques and the wells in

“Doing the same thing over and over
can drive the cost down,” Bickley says.

Brian Esterholt,
lead gas plant
operator

clusters, we can fracture as many as six
wells in 15 days.”

“Technology is a key component, but improved performance is the big driver out
here,” says John Bickley, Pinedale development manager.
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Protecting Groundwater

WELLS BUILT TO PROTECT GROUND WATER

LAYERS OF STEEL AND CEMENT

People living near tight gas and tight shale reservoirs

Oil and gas wells are constructed using lengths of

rightly ask, “Will hydraulic fracturing affect my drinking

increasingly smaller diameter pipe. The first 80 feet or so

water?” The simple answer is “No,” but few complex is-

consists of thick large-diameter pipe called “conductor”

sues have simple answers.

casing. The hole is drilled and the conductor casing is

Wells used for drinking water seldom reach more than
200 feet deep, and many are less than 100 feet. They

Drilling continues to about 2,500 feet, when a second

don’t have to be deeper because that’s where the fresh

run of casing is installed. This smaller-diameter steel pipe

water is.

called “surface casing” is placed through the conductor

The gas-producing reservoirs are much deeper. In Pinedale they lie 7,000 to 14,000 feet below the surface. The

casing and it is cemented in place.
At that point, about 2,500 feet below the surface, drill-

top of the reservoir is more than a mile below the deepest

ing begins again. At a depth of about 10,000 feet – this

water wells, and the bottom is nearly three miles down.

varies with the depth of the reservoir and design of the

Hydraulic fracturing extends the natural fractures in the

well – drillers install a third run of pipe called “intermedi-

rock, pushing them out laterally as far as 400 feet from

ate” casing. The intermediate casing extends all the way to

the wellbore. Beyond that, the reservoir rock is untouched.

the surface. That means that from the surface to a depth of

Wells, of course, link the reservoir to the surface. Natural gas released from the fractured rock travels up the well
pipe to the wellhead, where it flows to separators and

about 2,500 feet, the ground water is protected by concentric rings of heavy steel pipe, surrounded by cement.
When drilling resumes at the bottom of the interme-

dryers before being placed along with gas from nearby

diate casing, drillers will take the wellbore down to its

wells into a central gathering system.

final depth. In Pinedale, the total depth of a well might

The important fact is that on its way to the surface, the

be 13,500 feet. Into this final section of the hole, drillers

wellbore must pass through the fresh water table, and that

install what’s known as “production” casing. The rock

is where we focus our attention.

surrounding it is the producing zone of the reservoir.
Like all of the pipe above it, the production casing is

Domestic
1%
Aquaculture
2%
Industrial
5%

cemented in place.

Thermoelectric
Power
41%

Irrigation
37%

Public supply
12%
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lowered into place.

Mining and
Oil & Gas
1%

Livestock
1%

According to a report developed for the Department of Energy by ALL Consulting, “Estimates of
peak drilling activity in New York, Pennsylvania, and
West Virginia indicate that maximum water use in the
Marcellus, at the peak of production for each state,
assuming 5 million gallons of water per well, would
be about 650 million barrels per year. This represents
less than 0.8 percent of the 85 billion barrels per
year used in the area overlying the Marcellus Shale in
New York, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia.”

0

Feet

Typical Potable Water well range: varies from
surface seeps or 15m (50ft) to 100m (320ft)

Conductor Unconsolidated
casing
clay, sand

0

Me t er s

and gravel

Deepest known potable water wells ~200m (~650 ft)

25 0
1 00 0

50 0

Surface
casing

CAN A WELL LEAK?

2 00 0

In a modern, properly constructed well
it is very unlikely that any gas or liquids would ever leak through all of the
concentric layers of steel and cement.

3 00 0

The same is not true of poorly

Steel casing
and cement
isolates
the vertical
well bore
from the
surrounding
geological
formations

Shale,
siltstones,
sandstones
and coal

Steel casing
and cement
isolates
the vertical
well bore
from the
surrounding
geological
formations

75 0

10 00

constructed wells and those that may
have been abandoned 50 or even
100 years ago, when drilling and

4 00 0

12 50

abandonment practices were not as
Production
casing

good as they are today. If there is
an old well in poor condition, fluids

Consolidated
sand,
conglomerate
and shales

from the reservoir could find their
way to the surface. It’s also possible

15 00
5 00 0

Shales and
siltstones

that if hydraulic fracturing was under
way nearby, the fractures could

17 50

open new paths from the reservoir
into the old well.

6 00 0

SHELL’S APPROACH

Dolomites and
anhydrites

1.5mm

Cross section of the siltstone

Holes in the production casing

20 00

Before drilling in a new area, Shell
gathers as much baseline information
as possible on all aspects of the job

Sandstones
and siltstones
7 00 0

Organic-rich shale
22 50

that might affect the environment.
Water and air samples are taken,

Reservoir rock:
Siltstones

and historical records are reviewed
to identify any previous drilling or

8 00 0

A pprox . 2 0 00 m /6 500 ft

Artist rendering – not exactly to scale.

mining operations there may have

25 00

been in the area.
The goals are always the same:
to identify and mitigate the risks, to
drill new wells quickly, safely and ef-

27 50
9 00 0

ficiently, and to leave behind as small
a footprint as possible.
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THE Liquids GATHERING SYSTEM

the central gathering facilities. A third

Other RISKS

A pair of 12-inch pipelines run the

liquid gathering plant is planned for the

Technology and reducing the cost of

full length of the Pinedale field. Twin

south end of the field, and the central

producing natural gas are key com-

access points appear above ground

pipelines will serve all three.

ponents from the business standpoint,

every few miles. The pipelines are a

“There are huge environmental

but what about other risks? Air quality,

key part of the liquids gathering system

benefits,” says Jim Sewell, Shell

water quality, relations with the com-

that is being built to deliver produced

environmental engineer. “Until 2010,

munity; problems with any of these can

fluids from the wells to one of two facili-

we were hauling most of the produced

shut a project down as quickly as any

ties where the produced water and gas

water and condensate out by truck, but

economic or mechanical failure.

condensate are separated.

that disturbs wildlife and stirs up dust on

When completed, the liquids

“We are about 90 miles from Yel-

the roads. Not only are we reducing

lowstone National Park and the Grand

gathering system will eliminate an

the risk of traffic accidents, studies

Tetons,” Sewell says. “Mule deer and

estimated 200 million miles of truck traf-

show we’ll eliminate 280,000 tons of

antelope migrate through this area in

fic on Pinedale’s rural roads. Instead of

CO2 emissions over the life of the field.

the winter. So one of our biggest risks,

sending tanker trucks to empty the tanks

Liquid-transfer trucks were a significant

aside from air and water, is wildlife.”

at each well pad every few days, all

portion of our operating costs, so the

of the produced liquids will eventually

liquids gathering system makes good

management program, all Pinedale

go by pipeline to either the north or

economic sense as well.”

operators contribute to a fund that pays

As part of the regional wildlife

for state and federal studies that monitor
birds and big game species in the area.
“We contribute $7,500 for every
well we drill,” Sewell says. “Initially
Shell and its partners paid for these
studies on our own. Now it is done
under the guidance of state and federal
officials, and they are gaining a lot of
information about the ecosystem.”
PLANNING NEW WELL PADS

Any new wells that Shell drills in the
Pinedale Anticline are built in clusters of
16 or more on a single pad. One new
Production packs at each well cluster include the separators, heaters,
dehydrators and other equipment needed to separate natural gas from the mix of
produced water and condensate as it comes from the wells. From here, dry gas
goes directly into the sales gas pipeline. The remaining water and condensate
feeds into the field’s central gathering system, where it flows to one of two liquids
gathering plants for further processing and re-use.
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pad – from the day the first bulldozer
comes to level the ground until all of the
wells are in production – can take up
to three years. After that, Shell spends
several more years restoring the site.

“Part of my job
is to make sure
we don’t take
shortcuts,” says
Jaime Sharp,
well delivery
manager.

“This is a beautiful area,
and the air quality is
some of the best in
the United States,”
says Jim Sewell, Shell
environmental engineer.
“Our job is to keep it
that way.”

With that level of commitment, a lot

For her part of the project, Davison

pad because we have certain criteria

of planning goes into the placement of

draws on a comprehensive ecological

about how close we can move equip-

the pads.

database to determine the potential effect

ment to producing wells.” Davison ex-

on wildlife and plants. She also looks

plains. “Also, it meant that the pads went

to finish of insuring that we have well

for ways to minimize the impact on the

for a longer time before reclamation.”

pads to work on,” says Aimee Davison,

community, since the footprint of a well

New laws allow operators to get

Pinedale regulatory and environmental

pad includes more than the 15 acres that

onto a pad, stay until all the wells are

specialist. “When we site a new well

will hold all of the necessary equipment.

in, then move off and begin reclaim-

pad, we look at all the elements we have

Heavy trucks must have access to the site,

ing the land. This concentrates activity

to manage, such as the wildlife, cultural

so what is the shortest route? Are there

to smaller areas and disturbs wildlife

issues, geology and topography.”

farms or ranches nearby? Will the equip-

as little as possible. Certain species,

ment be visible from the highway?

such as the antelope, mule deer, sage

“Our group is responsible from start

While Davison is responsible for
regulatory and environmental issues,

Any plans for wells on federal leases

the extended team includes all of the

must be approved at the federal level by

pigmy rabbits are monitored by vari-

drilling, completion and well develop-

the Bureau of Land Management. State

ous state and federal agencies. If the

ment experts who decide where the

permits come from the Wyoming Oil

populations of some species falls below

wells need to go and how many there

and Gas Conservation Commission.

a certain threshold for whatever reason,

will be on each pad.
“Everyone has a say in how that

“Once we’re approved by both
agencies, we can work on the pad

grouse, white-tail prairie dogs and

a mitigation begins.
“Last year, the mule deer numbers

pad is going to look,” Davison says.

until we finish,” Davison says, “but that

went below the threshold,” Davison says,

“We also consider if we can have

wasn’t always the case. Under previous

“but that can happen for reasons unrelated

simultaneous operations, with drilling

rules, we had to evacuate certain areas

to our activity. It was a very light winter, so

on one part of the pad and comple-

during the winter.”

not all of the deer come to their traditional

tions on another. Maybe a construction

Most of the Mesa area, for

winter range because they were able to
forage on transitional ranges.”

crew needs to be working there, too.

example, is prime winter range for

At some point, there will be producing

the region’s deer and antelope. From

Large animals like deer and prong-

wells on the site while other work is go-

November 15 to May 1, drilling and

horn antelope become accustomed to

ing on around them, and that requires

completion operations had to stop.

some human activity. So drivers have

extra safety measures. We lay out all of
the different scenarios.”

“But every time we moved off and
back on a pad, we had to expand the

to watch for them on highways, and it’s
not unusual to see mule deer in town.
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CONTROLLING EMISSIONS

Many of Shell’s environmental

tons of nitrogen oxide and nitrogen

In 2009, the Bureau of Land Manage-

initiatives in Pinedale are now find-

dioxide (NOx), which contribute to the

ment awarded Shell and two other

ing their way into other oil and gas

production of ozone in the atmosphere.

operators on the Pinedale Anticline its

developments around the world. One

We used to have eight rigs out here,

Best Management Practice award for

of the most significant is the drive to cut

in addition to rigs operated by other

controlling emissions. It was the second

emissions from drilling rigs.

companies. That is a lot of NOx. It

time the federal agency recognized

“A typical Tier-1 drilling rig with

Shell’s work. The first award was in

three 1,500-horsepower engines burns

2006, for the company’s Habitat

a million gallons of diesel fuel a year,”

The only technical solution avail-

Restoration program.

Sewell says. “That produces about 80

able at the time was to outfit the drilling

does impact visibility and adds to the
ozone issue.”

rigs with more efficient engines. Some
Pinedale operators did that, and the improved rigs were reclassified as Tier-2,
with emissions about 40 percent lower
than Tier-1.
Shell took a different approach, seeking to leapfrog the best available technolAll three of the diesel
engines on this drilling rig
are equipped with selective
catalytic reduction systems,
which reduce the emission
of nitrogen oxides by more
than 90 percent.

ogy and lower emissions even more.
“Starting in 2005, we began looking at ways to reduce the NOx from
Tier-1 rigs,” Sewell says. “We landed
on selective catalyst reduction – a
technology you see on coal-fired power
plants. It’s also common in Europe on

Control room operator Jeff
Debenport (left) and field
supervisor Jake Jones
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Shell funded the area’s
first air quality monitoring
station in 2008 and found
that the formation of ozone
in the Green River Basin
is more likely in the winter
than in the summer, just the
opposite of what happens
in other areas.

big diesel trucks and luxury diesel cars.”
One of the challenges was

tie the catalytic system to changes

The U.S. Environmental Protection

in the speed of the engines.” Sewell

Agency had ratings for Tier-1 and Tier-

adapting selective catalytic reduction

explains. “Our goal was to get at least

2 drilling rigs, but in 2006 there was

technology to a drilling rig, which can

90 percent reduction in NOx emis-

no technology rated as high as Tier-3.

range from “full load” to “idling” many

sions. Instead of producing 80 tons of

times a day. The first attempt failed. The

NOx per year, we wanted to get down

Tier-4 rig,” Sewell says. “In terms of the

catalyst worked, but the system had a

to eight tons or less. When we ran the

environmental controls on our drilling

hard time keeping up with the rig.

emission inventory, it was about three

rigs in Pinedale, Shell is ahead of what

tons, so the system performed even bet-

regulators will eventually require the rest

ter than we expected.”

of the industry to have.”

“We went back to the drawing
boards and came up with a way to

“The EPA now considers this a

THE NEXT BIG STEP

Adding selective catalyst technology to
the drilling rigs at Pinedale went a long
way toward reducing emissions, but drilling rigs aren’t the only opportunities for improvement. Daily operations require other
powered equipment, such as the gas-fired
generators that make the electricity to
run the water plants and liquid gathering
systems. By 2012, much of Pinedale’s
power needs will be met by electricity
rather than diesel fuel or natural gas.

Scott Rogers (left) and
Mike Frazier, lead gas
plant operators
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“State officials were surprised to see how quickly we
are restoring the sagebrush and other native plants,”
says Aimee Davison, Pinedale regulatory and
environmental specialist.

22

RESTORING THE LAND
As part of the permitting process, Pinedale operators

Aimee Davison, regulatory and environmental specialist.

must show how they plan to restore the land once the

“Shell developed it in 2005 after we noticed in the fall,

wells are in production. Planning for that distant day,

reclaimed areas looked like little yellow stamps on the

however, begins before the first truck rolls in.

landscape. They didn’t blend with anything. It normally

To build a new well site, the topsoil is removed and

takes 20 to 40 years for the natural sagebrush to infiltrate

placed in a 3-foot mound away from the construction

these areas, but the state agencies only required that we

zone. The mound is seeded with grass and small flower-

seed with grass.”

ing plants to keep the natural microbes in the soil alive

Davison, who was raised in Sublette County, says the

for the next two or three years until the site is ready to

grass bothered her and her colleagues, not only because

be restored.

it looked out of place, but because the grass itself didn’t

After the pad work is finished and the wells are in

have the same forage value as native plants.

production, most of the land can be reshaped to restore

“We wanted to return the land to its natural state, so

the original contours, leaving only a safe radius around

we looked at a variety of plants that would be valuable

the wells and production equipment. The topsoil is then

to wildlife. Mule deer, antelope and sage grouse are

returned to the reclaimed land, and the soil is sampled to

our key species. We looked at not only what they eat,

see if it needs additional nutrients or minerals.

but what provides cover for the sage grouse, and what

“We seed the restored topsoil with sagebrush, flowering plants and grass, which we call our habitat mix,” says

plants attract insects. Sage grouse chicks survive mainly
on protein from insects for the first ten days of their life.”
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GROUNDBIRCH, BC,
CANADA
The Montney tight gas formation in northeast British Colum-

THE GROUNDBIRCH DEVELOPMENT PLAN

bia is proving to be an important new source of natural gas.

The Groundbirch field, acquired through Crown land sales

It’s all part of a continuous oil and gas system that covers

and the purchase of Duvernay Oil in 2008, is a relatively

more than 38,000 square miles of the Western Canada

new addition to Shell’s portfolio. By mid-2011, Shell was

Sedimentary Basin.

operating some 300 wells, including about 120 that Shell

Groundbirch is Shell’s part of what is primarily a shale
gas play. The heart of it lies in a wide layer of siltstone,

acquired in the original purchase.
Groundbirch is still being explored, so the current drilling

sandstone and shale some 8,200 to 9,800 feet below

program includes a mix of single- and multiple-well pads.

ground. There are two producing zones. The upper layer var-

Eventually, most of the wells will be drilled on pads con-

ies in thickness from 50 to 165 feet and the lower from 245

taining up to 26 wells, with two such pads for every three

to 985 feet, and they are separated by a very dense shale

square miles of land.

that is 35 to 245 feet thick.
Shell’s 300-square-mile holdings are a 40-minute drive

“By drilling many wells from a single pad, we significantly reduce our footprint, not only by needing fewer well pads,

west of the City of Dawson Creek in the Sunset-Groundbirch

but because it requires fewer pipelines and access roads,”

area. Dawson Creek is the beginning of the Alaska-Canadi-

says Rejean Tetrault, production operations manager.

an Highway. Fort St. John is an hour to the north and Tumbler
Ridge is an hour south – allow a bit longer in the snow.

“Drilling from pads is also more economical. To move a
rig from one well pad to another takes five days and costs

People in the area tend to support oil and gas devel-

$400,000. If the wells are all on the same pad, moving the

opment, and they’re used to it. Nearby Dawson Creek is

rig takes just 12 hours and costs $30,000. One rig can be

named for George M. Dawson, the Canadian scientist who,

drilling wells on the same pad for five or six months.”

in the mid-1880s, predicted that the territory would someday
be a big oil and gas producer.
Dawson was right. A well drilled near Medicine Hat in the
southeast part of Alberta also found natural gas. The Medi-

The same is true when it’s time to fracture the wells. Instead of treating just one well, then moving all the equipment
to another location, crews only have to change the manifolds
on their pumping equipment.

cine Hat sand allowed the City of Medicine Hat in 1904 to

“We think of it in terms of an assembly line,” Tetrault

become the first town in Alberta to be served by natural gas.

says. “We will be drilling many more wells over the next 15
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years, so we need to be very good at

horizontal completions. A handful of

extends from the surface to a point that

manufacturing them.”

single wells at Groundbirch are verti-

is far below the water table. Building

When Shell first took over the

cal, drilled to gain additional informa-

the wells this way is an industry best

operations at Groundbirch, drilling a

tion about the reservoir, or to serve as

practice, and it is required by law for

well took 30 to 40 days. The record

underground monitoring posts to help

all wells that produce natural gas.

now is 9.8 days, a quarter of what it

gauge the performance of the field.

once took.

A typical production well in the

More than 466 miles of gathering
lines feed gas from the wells to the five

“The third reason for using well

Montney shale, a geological forma-

gas processing plants that serve the

pads is that they have less impact on

tion that runs throughout the Sunset-

Groundbirch field. All of the processed

the community,” Tetrault says. “It greatly

Groundbirch area, takes from 15 to 18

gas is sold into the Spectra and TCPL

reduces the amount of heavy equipment

days to drill, followed by completion

pipelines that supply natural gas to

and associated dust and noise on these

operations that include hydraulic fractur-

growing markets in Northwest Canada

rural roads. From a safety standpoint,

ing. To protect nearby sources of fresh

and the United States.

that lowers the risk of accidents.”

water, the upper 2,000 to 3,000 feet

On the larger pads, wells will be

of the well is made of concentric rings

MANUFACTURING WELLS SAFELY

either in two 13-well clusters, or four

of corrosion-resistant steel pipe, each

Shell’s robust well design criteria

clusters of six and seven wells each.

surrounded by cement. That portion

ensures that every new well meets the

All of the producing wells have long

of the well, called “surface casing,”

industry’s highest standards. But how
do you manufacture wells quickly and
still maintain safety?
At no time will we ever compromise
health, safety or the environment for the
sake of performance.” says Michael
Berry, well delivery manager for Groundbirch. “We make it absolutely clear to
our employees and contractors that we
expect safe operations. “We work hard
to make sure we have the right balance
between improving drilling performance
and safety,”

Brenda Mounce, Groundbirch facilities
project manager, considers Shell’s good
relationship with the community as part of its
license to operate.
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Michael Berry
is the well delivery
manager for
Groundbirch.
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Berry acknowledges that schedule

and pickup truck that goes by makes

“Traffic and road safety are important

drives behavior, and that unless opera-

dust, but 18-wheelers make more. If

issues for Shell,” Berry says. “In response,

tors are diligent, performance has the

your house is near the road, the last

the company has developed a logistics

potential to overtake safety.

thing you want is a string of big trucks

and road transportation standard. We

coming by every day.

have people in place to manage the

“People are always tempted to take
shortcuts,” he says, but for me it means

Some “obvious” solutions don’t

movement of our vehicles on the roads.

they are probably breaking a rule. His-

work. How about paving the roads?

In Groundbirch, for example, we have

torically, drillers earn their stripes by be-

Good idea, but that can be so

identified a loop through the field, and

ing tough and macho and getting the

expensive it is not economically fes-

we direct our traffic in a one-way direc-

job done. The culture we really want

sible. There is also a liability issue. If

tion that minimizes oncoming traffic.”

is one where you earn your stripes by

someone has an accident on a road

being proud of your HSE performance.

that Shell built, who pays? And who

emissions, Groundbirch’s field devel-

Get that part right, and the technical

maintains the road in the future?

opment plan calls for the addition of

performance follows.”

Access is another issue. Some of
the stakeholders in the region don’t

To reduce truck traffic and related

a liquid gathering system similar to
Pinedale’s.

ROAD TRAFFIC

want paved roads because that would

Industrial development using rural

bring more hunters and tourists onto

ALL EYES ON THE INDUSTRY

roads is one of the risks that can cause

traditional First Nations land. It’s true

Some 15 other energy companies

project leaders to lose sleep. The

that the heavy equipment is a nui-

have tight gas developments in the

Sunset-Groundbirch area is rural, and

sance, but it only lasts as long as it

Sunset-Groundbirch area. Some are

most of the fields are connected by dirt

takes to put in the wells. After that, the

small, with only a few sections of land

or gravel roads. Every motorcycle, car

trucks are gone.

and others are mid-size. Shell is the
largest operator.
“Each company has its own
values and principles and means,”
says Manuel Willemse, development
manager for Groundbirch. “You can
see that in the way they do things. Shell
has its way, and other companies have
different ways.”

Groundbirch development manager
Manuel Willemse visited with landowner Barry Berg at a recent open
house. The twice-yearly meetings are
one of several ways that Shell stays in
touch with local stakeholders.
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Many people in the community,
White-tailed deer are
common to the area
around Shell’s tight
gas operations at
Groundbirch.

that tight reservoirs are fundamentally

however, don’t know which company

different from conventional oil and gas

owns what well, so if there’s a prob-

plays, and that complicates his job.

lem, “the industry” is blamed instead of

“Here it takes many years for the

individual companies. The same is true

subsurface to tell you what it is,” Wil-

of regulators. If one operator makes a

lemse says. “The reservoir is as tight as

mistake, any new regulations apply to

a tombstone. Elsewhere you drill, the

everyone.

well begins flowing and you know right

“That is what we call a non-technical

away how much oil or gas it has. Here,

risk,” Willemse says. “But there is a

because the rock is so tight, it talks very

positive side. When we find better, safer

slowly. That’s where we are now.”

and cleaner ways of working, we lift the
standards of all the other operators.”

The slowness of tight reservoirs to
produce tugs at the whole development
plan. Economics, however, says that

PLANNING AHEAD

to be profitable, you have to develop

The Development group that Willemse

the field quickly. Drill the wells one after

heads is responsible for short- and long-

another with the same drilling rig on a

term planning; everything from next

single pad. Perforate and fracture the

week to 40 years from now. He notes

wells in a continuous operation that lets
you do the job in days instead of weeks.
“There is a pull between the two,”
Willemse says. “This field has a production life of about 40 years, but we’ve
only drilled a few wells so far. If you
think of the reservoir as a baby, it’s like
trying to decide what a 1-year-old is
going to be when he or she grows up.”

At a Shell open house, Roy Stadlwieser
(right) helped landowners Dave and
Bea Neil locate their farm on a map
that shows where Shell plans to build
facilities over the next three years.
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AN EAR TO THE GROUND
You can learn a lot by listening
to a well. Reservoir engineers
call it acoustic monitoring, and
it’s been an increasingly valuable
tool since the late 1990s. Most
acoustic monitoring systems rely on
downhole sensors installed in one
or more vertical wells. The newest
technology employs fiber-optic
cable, which is far more sensitive
and less expensive than traditional
downhole listening devices. Once in
a well, the cable remains in place,
continuously listening to sounds
from adjacent wells and to the
reservoir rock itself.

The learning curve is steep, he

MICROSEISMIC MONITORING

Of course the monitoring wells – at

adds. “We’re trying to standardize

Like almost all tight reservoirs around

a cost of about $2 million each – do

and manufacture wells to hold down

the world, the gas-producing rock must

more than listen during the initial hydrau-

the cost. To do it right, we have to

be fractured before it will produce

lic fracturing operations. The sensors are

be flexible, and that is one of Shell’s

enough natural gas to make the well

designed to continue feeding informa-

strengths.”

productive. The effectiveness of a

tion throughout the useful lives of the

fracturing operation varies from one

nearby producing wells.

MAPPING THE WAY

reservoir to the next. At Groundbirch,

“Over time we can see if the pres-

Roy Stadlwieser, Groundbirch new gas

it can take a stack of three horizontal

sure in the reservoir is being depleted

manager, heads the group in charge

wellbores to recover the gas.

uniformly or not,” Willemse explains. “If

of near-term planning, His job is to

How do we know where the frac-

necessary, we can go back into the res-

decide where the next wells will be

tures go? On selected wells, we use a

ervoir and create a new fracture zone

drilled, and how many are needed to

technology known as “micro seismic.”

to improve performance in an area that

keep Shell’s gas plants full.

The technique involves drilling a vertical

hasn’t drained.”

He’s also the one that locals ask

well and installing listening devices.

when they want to know if Shell plans

Later, during fracturing operations on

to drill on their land, so every chance

nearby wells, these sensors in the listen-

he gets, Roy rolls out his maps.

ing well record the faint cracking and

“We’ve held community open

popping sounds from the reservoir as a

house dinners every six months since

network of fractures propagates through

2008,” he says. “I’ve been to all of

the rock. It’s a bit like the sounds fresh

them. We see the same 200 or 300

ice cubes make in a glass of water. By

people each time, so we have a feel-

recording the location of all the cracks

ing of continuity. People know who we

and pops -- these micro-seismic events –

are. They know we’ll do everything we

we know where the fractures are, and

promise to do, and that builds trust.”

just as important, where they are not.

Deanna Grant,
Groundbirch environmental
planner
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USING WATER WISELY

In most parts of the world, industry in
general is the largest user of fresh water.
Tight reservoirs require large volumes of
relatively clean water to use in hydraulic
fracturing and other field operations.

“In addition, we have licenses to
draw water from several rivers,” Zanni

At Groundbirch, Aurelio Zanni man-

says. “The principal one is the Peace Riv-

ages that part of the business for Shell.

er. We also get water from two licensed

“We use a variety of water sourc-

water wells that we inherited from our

es,” Zanni says. “First and foremost

predecessors when Shell bought the

can be competitive in supplying goods

is the water that comes back to the

lease in 2008. A small amount of water

and services to Shell and other compa-

surface from the producing zone, so

comes from farmers’ dugout ponds, and

nies in the region.

we recycle as much water as possible

that is used mainly for drilling.”

from our own operations.”

From early 2012 onward, it is the

“Often, smaller companies don’t use
third-party resources effectively,” Slezak

intention that recycled water be comple-

says. We can assist by helping them

stored in tanks right on the drilling

mented only by treated water from

find joint venture partners, for example,

pad. After a hydraulic fracturing

Dawson Creek, effectively eliminating

or financial institutions willing to provide

operation, some of the injected water

the need for river water withdrawal.

business loans at reasonable rates.”

Much of the recycled water is

On the local contracting side, Shell

begins returning to the surface as
soon as pressure on the reservoir is

LOCAL JOBS

tries to let qualified businesses know

released. Since hydraulic fracturing

Wherever Shell has oil and gas opera-

ahead of time what work might be

is done on one well after another, the

tions around the world, part of the de-

going out for bids, so they have time to

water recovered from one operation is

velopment plan is to make the maximum

prepare. Although Western Canada has

recycled on the next.

use of local goods and services.

been an oil and gas producer for de-

“We call it local content,” says
Murray Slezak, socio-economic

Aurelio Zanni,
water project manager
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Electricians working at
Shell’s tight gas operations in
Groundbirch.

cades, much of the activity is in Alberta.
“We’re going the extra mile to

specialist, Upstream Americas. “In the

expand the number of companies that

Groundbirch area, that translates to

participate in the bidding process,”

thousands of jobs, either directly with

Slezak says. “We’ve included an extra

Shell or its principle contractors, local

step that we don’t normally do, and

contracting and enterprise develop-

that is to send out requests for infor-

ment, or indirectly through local hotels,

mation about local businesses. We

restaurants and other businesses.”

give them a chance to tell us about

Enterprise development and local

their people, equipment and work

contracting are similar goals. Both are

experience. Our goal is to increase

aimed at increasing the capability of

their ability to compete with the more

local businesses to a point where they

established suppliers.”

PARTNERS WITH THE CITY OF DAWSON CREEK
In a creative solution to the ongoing question of water for

release that water into nearby lakes and rivers. The new

industrial use, Shell is working with the City of Dawson

facility, due to open in early 2012, will treat all of the

Creek to build a water treatment facility that will recycle

city’s effluent to an even cleaner standard, then pipe that

treated effluent instead of drawing fresh river water for

water to Shell and other industrial users. Besides getting

hydraulic fracturing. When the new plant starts up in

a free waste water plant, the City of Dawson Creek

2012, it will produce all the fresh water Shell needs, and

will earn about $1 million per year from the sale of its

still leave plenty for the city to sell to other users.

reclaimed water.

“Natural gas development has really taken off in the

“If it weren’t for the great working relationship we

last few years,” says Mike Bernier, mayor of Dawson

have with Shell, this project wouldn’t have happened,”

Creek. “One downside is the amount of water industrial

Bernier says. “And there are other public safety and

users need for hydraulic fracturing.”

environmental benefits. By piping the water directly to
the fields instead of trucking it,

The area has also gone
through several years of drought,

we’re taking hundreds of heavy

so the supply of fresh water is

vehicles off our rural roads.”
The new arrangement,

less than normal. In early 2010,
mayor Bernier and the city coun-

endorsed and approved by

cil began looking for alternative

British Columbia’s Ministry of

sources of water and decided

Environment, is becoming a

to try redirecting their municipal

model of public and private

waste for industrial use. The city

partnerships for other towns.

asked for proposals from several

The City of Dawson Creek, now

companies.

in the middle of an oil and gas
boom, has been recognized as

Shell’s offer was to build a
new water treatment plant for
Dawson Creek in exchange for
a guaranteed supply of the treated water over the next ten
years.
“Shell beat all of our expectations,” Bernier says. “Our
city of 13,000 residents couldn’t afford to build a water
treatment facility on its own.”
Dawson Creek’s current arrangement, as with most

Mike Bernier, mayor
of Dawson Creek, led
the effort to turn his city’s
municipal waste water into
a valuable commodity that
benefits industry and local
residents alike.

one of the most sustainable and
environmentally friendly communities in Canada.
“The Ministry is very impressed and happy about this
project,” Bernier says. “It sends
a great message that there
are alternatives out there. This

small towns in the area, is to treat municipal waste to

has been a real learning experience for our city, and the

a level acceptable to the Canadian government, then

results are positive all around.”
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GOOD NEIGHBORS
“In any project this size, there are certain environmental,

has helped is the amount of work we’ve put into our long-

regulatory, communication, community affairs and other

term development plan. Some of the other operators in

non-engineering aspects of the job,” says Al Dunlop, ven-

this area work on a year-to-year basis in reaction to the

ture support integrator for the Groundbirch development.

market and their own budgets, but we can tell people with

“My role is to make sure there are no gaps. If there is any

confidence where we plan to drill new wells and build

conflict or confusion, we straighten it out.”

facilities over the next several years.”

From Dunlop’s perspective, Shell’s Groundbirch development presents its own set of communication challenges
that are different from what his colleagues might find in
the United States and elsewhere.
“Here, for example, about half of the land is in private

It is the up-front field development plan that allows
most of the work to go smoothly.
“We can hold an open house and paint a 40-year picture, so the community is not always hearing about the project well-by-well,” Dunlop adds. “If we want to drill 3,000

hands and the rest is Crown land,” he says. “Either way,

wells, the community wants to know where we’re going with

the government owns the mineral rights. In the United

the full field development. That up-front planning has been

States, individuals often hold the mineral rights as well as

critical in our dealings with regulators and the community.

the land on the surface, but that’s not the case in British

It’s something you don’t see with most other companies, who

Columbia or Alberta, and that accounts for the strong

are often constrained by one-year plans and budget cycles.”

regulations about public consultation.”
When the government owns the mineral rights, landowners are required to allow access to their property in

Open house events, held every six months, attract up to

exchange for annual payments for use of the land, but

300 local residents. Smaller community advisory groups

they do not receive royalties on the oil or natural gas that

of perhaps 20 to 30 people meet more often to discuss

may be extracted.

specific issues.

“That’s why we take exceptional care to let people
know what we’re doing,” Dunlop says. “One thing that

“We’re proud of the way
Groundbirch is being
developed, both in terms
of the interaction we’ve
had with the community
and First Nations, and
of our efforts to minimize
the environmental
footprint,” says Al Dunlop,
venture support integrator.
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COMMUNITY ADVISORY GROUP

“The advisory group is a forum for us to meet with
community members on a regular basis to discuss Shell’s

“Our goal is to be a
good neighbor and
respected member
of the Groundbirch
Community,” says
Carson Newby, community
affairs advisor.

plans and get input from the community while we’re still

lands offices whenever we work on Crown land, and we

in the early stages of development,” says Carson Newby,

are just beginning to engage the Metis communities.”

community affairs advisor.
Newby, who grew up in the area, knows many of the
people as friends and neighbors.
“One of our initiatives has been to conduct an

Dokkie herself is part of the West Moberly First
Nations band of northern British Columbia. “We are required to consult with the First Nations on Shell’s activities
that may impact the rights of the communities,” she says.

Integrated Impact Assessment,” Newby says. “It is a

“Oil and gas companies are encouraged by Canada’s

baseline assessment of the environment and local com-

Oil and Gas Commission to engage the First Nations,

munity. Information on current conditions helps us to bet-

but Shell is committed to developing long lasting, positive

ter understand the impacts and opportunities to improve.

relationships and tries to go above and beyond what is

The input we get through the advisory group, along with

required. Shell realizes that some of the company’s activi-

our baseline data, gives our project important guidance

ties could affect First Nations.”

and direction.”

When Shell maps out what facilities it wants to build,
for example, Dokkie and others will show the plans to

FIRST NATIONS

the First Nations to see if there will be any impact to any

Indigenous bands of people lived in Canada thousands of

community’s traditional land.

years before Europeans arrived in the early 16th century.

“We try to meet with the First Nations about every three

Today, these First Nations are a rich part of Canadian cul-

months,” she adds. “We aim to spend one day in the field

ture. “All of the Groundbirch development area lies within

and one day going over the maps to make sure everyone

the Treaty #8 and administrative boundaries as defined by

is able to comment on Shell’s plans.” This is the process dis-

the Oil and Gas Commission, of three First Nations bands,

cussed and developed with the communities so that Shell’s

and several Metis communities” says Tamara Dokkie,

projects do not overwhelm the First Nations’ land offices

Community Affairs advisor. “Those three bands include

with paperwork and allows Shell and the communities to

about 2,000 people. We consult with the First Nations

view the different projects at different stages.

Jen Platman,
public consultation
coordinator

“The reason I enjoy
this job is I assist both
the company and the
communities in their
relationship building
and understanding
of each other,” says
Tamara Dokkie, community
affairs advisor.
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Shell’s Central
Processing Facility
in Changbei.
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CHANGBEI,
CHINA
The massive Ordos Basin lies hidden beneath a remote

A HISTORY OF SUCCESS

semi-arid plateau in the southern part of the Gobi desert. The

Shell geologist Xu Li joined the Changbei project in 2009 as

complex geologic formation covers nearly 249,000 square

the development manager. He is now the general manager

miles of central China, an area only slightly smaller than the

for Changbei.

U.S. state of California.
At 3,937 feet above sea level, the sparsely-populated

“For the first few years, we studied the Changbei field,”
Xu Li says. “We settled on a development plan in 2005 and

desert sees hot, dry summers, fierce dust storms and winters

got the first commercial gas on stream in March 2007. The

that are long and cold, yet the Ordos Basin is a treasure-

project got better and better as we went along.”

trove of natural resources. PetroChina has been producing
oil and gas from the area since the 1960s, but is only now

THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

beginning to tap the basin’s full potential.

The original Changbei development plan as updated in

The 986 square-mile Changbei gas field is in the

2009 calls for as many as 50 production wells. Most have

northeast corner of the Ordos Basin. Changbei’s tight gas

one vertical section and two lateral sections, each with

reserves pose significant challenges for Shell China and its

horizontal runs of about 6,562 feet. The drilling challenge

partner PetroChina. The reservoir sands, which are about

for these dual-lateral wells is to keep the wellbore snaking

9,842 feet below the surface, are fairly thin. The producing

through the thin producing zone.

zone averages only about 49 feet thick. The deposit was

Early exploration and production wells showed that

formed as part of an extensive braided river system, which

the producing sands are not distributed evenly in the 986

further complicates the development plan.

square-mile area covered by the PSC.

PetroChina began exploring Changbei in 1991 and by
1995 was able to produce enough natural gas to serve the
local community. More extensive production was hampered
by the lack of available technology.
In 1999, PetroChina and Shell entered a 20-year Production Sharing Contract (PSC) that allowed Shell to develop
the field in exchange for about half the production. The goal
was estimated at 116.5 billion cubic feet per year, but by
the end of 2010, the project was already delivering 11

Xu Li, general manager
for Changbei

percent above that.
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To minimize the amount of land
required at the surface, the well pads
will each have as many as three wells.
Each well has two horizontal legs,

REAL-TIME OPERATIONS CENTER

which are drilled at 90 degree angles

Even in remote locations, Shell’s drilling teams are not isolated. In the dry and dusty

from each other.

sands of the Gobi desert, the Changbei drilling engineers are connected 24 hours a

“This concept proved very success-

day with Shell’s Real Time Operations Center (RTOC) in Miri, Malaysia. Like Shell’s

ful,” Xu Li says. “The use of dual-

other RTOC’s in Aberdeen, New Orleans and Houston, Miri operates around the

lateral wells has increased the potential

clock to provide engineering and technical support for regional drilling teams.

production five to ten times more than
conventional techniques. On one well,
we are producing 70.6 million cubic
feet of gas per day.”

“Our early development plans
included underbalanced drilling as
a way to minimize impairment to the

A CHALLENGING RESERVOIR

reservoir,” Vos explains. “Since drilling

Unlike most tight resevoirs, the perme-

Changbei’s complex wells was a

ability of the rock that is now being

challenge for local contractors, Shell as-

drilled in Changbei is such that hydrau-

signed some very senior on-site staff to

lic fracturing is not needed. Later wells

provide HSE and operational support.”

in tighter portions of the reservoir may

be much more abrasive than originally

the well completion plan.

thought, and that created additional
challenges. The Changbei field consists

braided river deposit,” says Arjan

mainly of coarse quartz arenite that is

Vos, senior well engineer. “The rock is

one of the worst kinds of rock for wear-

failures. The solution was to apply

very heterogeneous, so it is difficult to

ing out drill bits, tubing and tools.

wear-resistant alloys to the pipe joints,
a process known as “hardbanding.”

correlate between our new horizontal

To overcome the problem, drilling

wells and the vertical wells that were

experts designed special tri-cone bits

Another factor was training the drilling

previously drilled by PetroChina.”

studded with carbide and diamonds

crews to watch for excessive wear in

to resist the highly abrasive sand.

the drill string.

The sandstone portions of the
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The Changbei sands also proved to

require fracturing and other changes in
“The pay zone is a Permian

Arjan Vos,
senior well
engineer

“Crew training is key to increasing

wellbore are tight enough to allow for

With the new tool, bit runs and rates

open-hole completions, but in sections

of penetration steadily improved, but

the lifespan of the drill string,” Vos says.

where the drill passes through clay

then a new problem emerged. The drill

“That means taking good care of the

and other material, the hole may be

string itself started to show excessive

pipe, handling it properly and inspect-

reinforced with pre-perforated liners.

wear, and there were several drill string

ing it often.”

Shell’s joint venture
with China National
Petroleum Corporation
will use Shell’s proprietary autonomous
drilling technology that
operates this rig in
Schoonebeek oilfield in
The Netherlands.

SHELL IN CHINA
Shell’s presence in China dates back to the 1890s, when
the company’s antecedents, Marcus Samuels & Sons
(later Shell) and Royal Dutch began exporting kerosene
and other products to the country. The Royal Dutch/Shell
group, as it was called from 1907 onwards, remained
active in China throughout the Second World War.
In 1947, Shell began exploring for oil in China, but
stopped in 1949 after the the founding of the People’s
Republic of China. Operations resumed in 1981, when
Shell China Ltd was registered.
Before Changbei, Shell’s drilling experience in China

is the first major international oil company awarded a
production-sharing contract onshore in China that entered

included Subei (1993), Qingshui (1998) and more

into production operations, and the first to help develop

recently, offshore in Bohai Bay. With Changbei, Shell

and operate such a large field.
Shell continues to invest heavily in China, making it
one of the most active multinational energy companies in
the country. Much of this investment has been in partnership with Chinese companies, with more than a dozen
new projects currently in various states of development.
More than 1,900 people manage these enterprises, 90
percent of whom are Chinese nationals.
In 2011, Shell and China National Petroleum Company signed a Global Alliance Agreement to pursue
mutually beneficial business opportunities internationally
as well as in China. The two parties also announced a
preliminary joint venture to develop a highly-automated
Well Manufacturing System. The technology could significantly improve the efficiency of drilling and completing
new wells onshore.
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ASSEMBLY-LINE WELLS

Shell and its joint-venture partner, China National Petro-

“Between 2011 and the end of the decade, we plan

leum Corporation (CNPC), are developing a system for

to drill about 30,000 tight gas and coalbed methane

mass-producing wells. The system is a new concept in

wells globally, so it’s critical that we minimize drilling

drilling, brought on by the need to drill high numbers of

costs,” Sharpe says. “The solutions are standardized well

similar and relatively simple wells in the same geo-

design and automated field development.”

graphical area.
The idea is to replace traditional self-contained

With that in mind, Shell engineers began around 2001
developing the basic tools they’d need to build an auto-

drilling rigs with equipment that is designed only for

mated drilling system. One of the first advances was an

specific conditions. The goal is to simplify and automate

algorithm to automatically reduce vibration of the drill bit at

as much of the process as possible. Instead of a mas-

the bottom of the hole and control torque on the drill string.

sive, multi-functional rig with a trained crew to drill each

“After we worked out some of the kinks, the system be-

well from start to finish, the new system will employ a

came very successful,” Sharpe recalls. “It resulted in faster

group of smaller, truck-mounted rigs, each performing a

drilling and fewer trips into the hole to replace the bit.

few steps in the drilling sequence.

That led to significant cost savings, so we began looking

“One rig might drill only the top part of the hole,”

for additional ways to control the drilling process.”

says Peter Sharpe, Shell’s executive vice president,
Wells. “Another would drill the intermediate part of the

THE SCADA DRILL SYSTEM

well, and a third would do the completion work. Each

Continuing research lead to the development of the

rig would be designed to do that part of the job as

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Drill (SCADA-

quickly, efficiently and safely as possible.”

drill) System. Using existing automation and drilling tools,

One important feature is that the rigs will be con-

SCADAdrill interfaces with a rig’s controls to provide au-

trolled autonomously instead of being operated manu-

tonomous directional drilling, surveying and monitoring.

ally by a drilling crew. Each lightweight rig, equipped

It continuously evaluates the drilling process and makes

with wide tires that will make it easier to travel in the

operational decisions in much the same way as a human

field, will move on to the next well after performing its

driller does. SCADAdrill can be retrofitted to existing rigs

part of the job. Drilling new wells will become very

and can be linked to a real-time operations center.

much like an assembly line. Multiple wells can be in

“We monitor SCADAdrill operations to make sure

various stages of drilling and completion throughout the

nothing goes wrong, but the person doing the monitor-

field at any given time.

ing won’t tell the system what to do,” Sharpe says. “After

“This well manufacturing system represents a step
change in performance,” Sharpe says. “It will let us
develop reserves economically that we would not have
been able to do with conventional drilling rigs.”
The dramatic new approach is a result of Shell’s

executive vice president,

coalbed methane, which typically require many more

Wells

wells than conventional plays. In these “unconventional”
reservoirs, drilling costs are the biggest expense.
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Peter Sharpe,

growing onshore portfolio of tight gas reservoirs and

each task, we analyze the work to see if we need to

ing facility, which will minimize emissions and allow us to

improve the algorithms, then send the updated software

use more recycled water.”

to other rigs in the field.
SCADAdrill has been tested successfully in two hori-

The well manufacturing model is not for every field.
“The ideal field would be one that needs many new wells

zontal wells in a heavy oil asset in Canada and was de-

in a short period of time and is uniform enough for the

ployed commercially in gas wells in The Netherlands and

standardization concept to work,” Sharpe says. “Coal-

in Pennsylvania. Although SCADAdrill will be the “brain”

bed methane and some heavy oil and shale plays fit that

of the well manufacturing system, the rig design will vary

description.”

from project to project.

It wouldn’t make sense, however, to invest in an

“We’re starting with a clean sheet of paper and

automated system to drill just 20 wells. Those cases would

designing from scratch the perfect process and perfect

continue to rely on service providers for most of the work.

equipment to develop a field,” Sharpe says. “We will

“The equipment for our well manufacturing system is in

build it through our partnership with CNPC at the lowest

the design stage now,” Sharpe says. “The majority of its

cost and optimum technology.”

rigs, services and drilling equipment will be manufactured

Shell and CNPC also plan to automate other functions.

by low-cost suppliers in China that are subsidiaries of

Drilling fluids, for example, can be blended automatically

CNPC. Manufacturing is scheduled to start in early 2012,

to ensure more uniform properties and to minimize the use

and we hope to begin deploying the first systems in Shell

of chemicals.

and CNPC fields as early as 2013.”

SMARTER, SAFER, AND A SMALLER FOOTPRINT

Although fewer people will be needed on each drilling
rig, the total workforce should increase because many
more wells will be drilled than could be done with conventional drilling systems.

This Synergy rig in The
Netherlands is equipped
with SCADAdrill, Shell’s
autonomous drilling
technology.

“Our automated controls will replace the directional
driller, the measurement-while-drilling operator and the
mud engineer,” Sharpe says. “Automation will improve
safety and lower the cost of drilling. It will also address
the severe shortage of trained rig crews, which has been
an obstacle in developing unconventional reserves. We’re
committed to drilling many wells over the next few years,
and having our own well manufacturing system will provide a significant hedge against market forces.”
The well manufacturing system will also have less
impact on the environment than conventional rigs.
“Its footprint will be smaller, because the rigs are
smaller and there are fewer fixed installations,” Sharpe
says. “In addition, we will operate from a central process-
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Supported by a team of
engineers at the RTOC,
drillers in the Changbei field were able to
overcome early drilling
problems and deliver
new wells on target and
on time.

OLYMPIC GOLD
When Simon Durkin became the
managing director of Exploration
and Production for Shell China in
2005, the job came with an unusual
challenge: Deliver enough new natural gas from the Changbei field to
power the Beijing Olympic Games in
2008. Before the games, there was
widespread concern in the international news media that the air quality
in Beijing would harm athletes and
spectators alike. Clean-burning
natural gas could replace some of

SAFETY FIRST

“In a project like Changbei, health,

or unsafe conditions but, over time, the

the electricity that is normally fueled

safety and the environment (HSE) are our

Changbei HSE team transformed the

by coal. “The schedule was tight,”

first priorities,” says Simon Durkin, man-

working climate. Now workers are ea-

Durkin recalls, “but by the time the

aging director of E&P for Shell China.

ger and willing to report HSE issues. The

games opened, we were producing

“The second is productivity. If you start

strategy has paid off, and Changbei

our goal of 300 million cubic feet

by doing things right, it may take longer

now boasts one of the best HSE records

per day, two years ahead of the ap-

initially, but the effort pays off in the end.

in the industry.

proved development plan.”

It‘s vital to set out on such a journey well
prepared.”
As part of the groundwork at Changbei, an HSE manager was hired 18
months before the project began. The local HSE staff was hired 6 months ahead
of time and sent to Shell’s facilities in

The Beijing National
Stadium, known
colloquially as the
Bird’s Nest, was
designed for use
throughout the 2008
Summer Olympics.

Miri, Malaysia, for training.
“In remote areas such as Changbei,
we can’t win the hearts and minds of
our contractors overnight,” Durkin says.
“That is especially true with short-term
contractors, but we were eventually able
around HSE.”
The Chinese-built rigs contracted
from CNPC, for example, came with local crews that were used to a hierarchical management structure known as the
“ling tou” (master) system. Initially, rig
workers were slow to report incidents
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to develop a shared vision and value

A Shell China staff volunteer
teaches a class at a local school
near the Changbei project.

Safety training doesn’t end
at the workplace.
Shell joins a variety of community organizations worldwide to promote road
safety and help reduce traffic accidents -- one of the biggest causes of injury
to Shell employees and the general public. At the China Children Centre in
the Changbei area, for example, Shell volunteers regularly visit schools in the
Yuyang district to raise students’ awareness of road safety.
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SHARED GOALS

to unlock Pinedale is being used in

NEW HORIZONS

Shell’s exploration and production

Groundbirch and Changbei.”

The joint venture between Shell and

activities are linked on a global scale.

PetroChina is a high-profile project

of the people now operating Changbei

that has gained a lot of international

where engineers regularly draw on the

received their early experience in the

attention. As general manager for

experience from their counterparts in the

Groundbirch field.

Changbei, Xu Li sees benefits long into

Pinedale field in the United States, and
from Groundbirch engineers in Canada.
“Our teams are integrated in
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Training is a good example. Some

You can see that easily at Changbei,

“Training is vitally important as you
go into these developments,” says

the future.
“I am proud to be working on the

Rejean Tetrault. “We are developing

Changbei project,” he says. “This is a

multiple dimensions,” says James Du-

an organization that is both technically

very successful joint venture, not only on

ran, Pinedale’s operations manager.

competent and personally confident in

the commercial and technical side, but

“A lot of the technology we’ve used

its ability to perform.”

also in terms of the partnership it has

created. We have opened the door

“Together, we have learned quite a

for other investments in China, and we

bit,” Xu Li says. “Changbei is becom-

have learned from each other. PetroChi-

ing a showcase, especially on HSE.

na is gaining technology from Shell, but

Because we have a good record,

Shell is also learning from PetroChina

PetroChina is sending crews and

how to deal with many of the technical

managers to Changbei to see how

and community issues that international

we manage HSE issues, and I have

companies face in China.”

been invited to many of their meetings

Shell, for example, has found some

Two operators check
and test a gas detector
at Shell’s Central
Processing Facility,
Changbei, China.

to give training to their staff on HSE

of the best practices that PetroChina

performance. We are learning from

applies in its other fields to be very

each other, and that has truly made

practical and useful.

Changbei a joint success.”
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BAKER HUGHES INTEGRATED SERVICES
Getting the job right, time after time

E

fficiency is the name of the game in
unconventional gas plays. The winners
are those who can deliver new wells quickly,
safely and accurately, time after time.
There’s no single solution to achieving peak
performance. It comes instead from incremental
improvements to all phases of the project.
The fully integrated range of Baker
Hughes’ services was strengthened in
2010 by the acquisition of BJ Services, an
acknowledged leader in pressure pumping,
cementing, stimulation and coiled tubing.
“The merger of BJ Services into Baker
Hughes marked an important milestone for both
companies,” says Chad C. Deaton, Baker
Hughes chairman and CEO. “BJ Services
has strengthened our combined company’s
portfolio of integrated services and significantly
advanced our reservoir capabilities.”
In the world of unconventional reservoirs,
Baker Hughes offers consulting, reservoir
modeling, stimulation design, drill bits,
horizontal drilling and completions,
cementing, hydraulic fracturing, acidizing,
coiled tubing services, reservoir evaluation
and a range of stimulation fluids.

Boosting the Rate of Penetration
Drilling times in some tight gas and shale
gas plays have dropped by 50 percent or
more in the last few years, but cutting quickly
through dense shale is tough on drill bits.

Microseismic mapping defines the location of fractures as they grow through the producing formation.
In the Pinedale Anticline, a team of
engineers and field support personnel from
Baker Hughes and Shell identified the key
limiting issues and made recommendations
for the design of two different drill bits. Their
goal was to reduce erosion and coring.
In the bit test, they demonstrated
that a 2-in-1 combination of tungsten
carbide inserts and a steel-tooth cutting

By combining tungsten carbide inserts and steel teeth, the new bit capitalizes on the best
features of each.
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structure significantly improved the rate
of penetration, trimming 20 hours off the
drilling time in the abrasive 8 1⁄2-in. S-curve
section of the well.

Baker Hughes Pressure Pumping
The unconventional gas revolution that
began in North America’s San Juan basin
in the 1990s has evolved into a global
pursuit of new energy. Hydraulic fracturing
is the enabling technology – not the same
fracturing our fathers’ knew, but a new and
much more efficient way to get the job
done. Our global shale teams continuously
build on their experience from more than
40,000 shale fracturing treatments to date.
“Since 2009, we’ve been a main
provider of well stimulation services for
Shell’s Pinedale development,” says Wesley
Cook, Baker Hughes area engineer. “Using
designs that optimize existing stresses in the
reservoir, our crews are fracture treating 10
to 12 zones per day. They’re completing,
on average, one well every two days
and creating propped fractures that reach
several hundred feet from the wellbore.”

Microseismic Mapping

Managing Water

To make real-time decisions during a fracturing
job, it helps to know how the fractures are
propagating through the formation. Baker
Hughes’ IntelliFrac™ service provides that
information, and more. Combined with our
pressure pumping services, IntelliFrac measures
the earth’s dynamic response to the stimulation.

Baker Hughes’ distributed temperature
systems can predict the presence of gas
and water in the vertical part of the well.
During the well deliquification process, our
downhole pumps, chemicals and chemical
automation technologies will help keep the
gas flowing at optimum rates.

Environmentally Responsible
Fracturing Solutions
BJ SmartCare™ environmentally preferred
fracturing fluids and additives help minimize
environmental impact without sacrificing
performance. Each SmartCare product
– from antimicrobials to surfactants and
fracturing systems – has been evaluated
through a recognized, independent, thirdparty chemical-evaluation process to reduce
environmental, health and safety risks.
SmartCare services’ 14-point checklist
is a scientific protocol for assessing and
comparing potential hazards. It serves to
enhance limited regulations, or establish
a benchmark when regulations do not
exist. SmartCare-qualified products offer
dependable performance, value, and
compatibility with consistent quality.
The SmartCare chemical-evaluation
process has enhanced communication
with our vendors and accelerated product
development, commercial release and
ultimate customer acceptance. The process
works especially well for evaluating thirdparty products without risking business
information or the vendor’s proprietary
chemical formulations.

Technical Support
All Baker Hughes field teams are backed
by the researchers and technologists at our
Technology and Operations Support Center
(TOSC) in Tomball, Texas, the Baker Hughes
regional Engineering and Services Center
in Calgary, and by our Engineering and
Services Centers in Scotland and Singapore.

The FracPoint™ open-hole system uses short-radius packers and frac sleeves for more control and
greater consistency in fracturing the entire length of the lateral.

Baker Hughes
2929 Allen Parkway
Houston, Texas 77019
Tel: 713-439-8135 • Fax: 713-439-8280
Email: Kathy.Shirley@bakerhughes.com
Website: www.bakerhughes.com
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TIGHT GAS CREATING WORLDWIDE ENERGY SUPPLY
REVOLUTION THANKS TO ADVANCES IN DRILLING,
HYDRAULIC FRACTURING TECHNOLOGIES
High-Quality, Reliable Stimulation Pressure Control Equipment
Helps Ensure Superior Results From Multimillion-Dollar Frac Jobs.
Cameron’s FLS-R Gate Valve Fills the Bill

W

ith a majority of natural gas
consumed in North America today
coming from unconventional geologic
formations such as tight sands, shales and
coal beds, producing companies are relying
on hydraulic fracturing (fracing) almost
exclusively to complete the directional well
bores they drill to develop such resources.
Unlocking tightly trapped gas quickly is
creating an energy supply revolution around
the world, thanks to continued development
of new horizontal drilling and hydro-fracing
technologies and equipment. However,
because individual tight formations – in
contrast to producing formations which
hold significantly larger in-place volumes of
gas – typically yield lower volumes of gas
than those drilled in conventional reservoirs,
producers must drill hundreds, even
thousands more of them.
Making tight gas economically viable
requires a disciplined cost structure; ready
access to new and existing field equipment;
and thorough knowledge of how best to
apply the right technology mix to minimize
costly drilling/completion interruptions.
Equally important is a culture of personal
and environmental safety that tolerates no
shortcuts, communications breakdowns, or
performance failures, either of personnel or
equipment.
Among the leaders in North American
tight gas development is Shell, which plans
to have its overall production reflect more
natural gas than oil by 2012.

Efficiency at Pinedale
While Shell is active in other tight gas
regions such as Western Canada and
various shale plays in the U.S., one of its
major tightly trapped gas projects currently
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Large-bore FLS-R gate valves designed, developed and qualified by Cameron’s engineers,
as key components of the company’s frac manifold, provide operators with superior metalto-metal sealing design dependability and durability.
is in the Pinedale Anticline in the Green
River Valley. Centered in Sublette County,
Wyo., the Pinedale is rated as the third
largest gas field in the U.S., and Shell’s
active drilling and development program
there currently produces more than 350
mmcf/d of gas.
Thanks to decades of experience in tight
gas drilling and production, Shell is able
to drill and complete multiple pad-based
horizontal wells on its Pinedale acreage,
averaging one well every 13.5 days,
which is more than twice as fast as when
it began in 2000. Also, they’re enjoying a
cost reduction of some 30%. The company

has completed more than 420 wells – all
hydraulically fractured – in its Pinedale
leases and plans additional drilling there
through 2012.
For fracing in the Pinedale, Shell’s power
requirements can be as high as 25,000 hp,
and fraccing costs can represent up to 30%
of total well cost. So, any technique or tool
that helps increase drilling and completion
efficiency has significant cost implications.
The industry requires high quality, reliable
stimulation pressure control equipment to
help ensure superior results from multimilliondollar frac jobs. Additionally, Shell insists
that vital attention be given to overall safety

and environmental awareness not only from
its employees, but from its contractors and
equipment suppliers as well.

Withstanding the pressures
As a major supplier of well stimulation
equipment for high-pressure, high-fluidvolume fracturing operations, the premium
large-bore FLS-R™ gate valves supplied by
Cameron’s Surface Systems division, as key
components of fracturing-flow manifolds and
frac trees, provide operators with superior
metal-to-metal sealing design dependability
and durability.
Unlike most of the valves offered for
fracturing equipment, the proprietary FLS-R
gate valve is designed, developed and
qualified by Cameron’s engineers. It is
also manufactured in-house at Cameron’s
state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities. This
closed-loop system contributes to a high
product quality and reliability. The FLS-R
has established a global reputation as
the ultimate valve for fracturing operations
in both conventional and unconventional
resource areas.
It’s a reputation earned through
performance excellence in extreme
applications. For example, in a recent
48-day stimulation operation on several
pad wells tapping tight gas formations in
Western Canada, the frac manifold and
multiple frac trees that were employed, all
equipped with FLS-R valves, stood up to
300 frac cycles with a total of 69,667
U.S. tons (63,200 tonnes) of sand proppant
flowing through them at 9,500 psi.

Addressing the challenges of hydraulic
fracturing
As a leading provider of oilfield pressure
control equipment, Cameron is committed to
keeping up with the challenges associated
with hydraulic fracturing. Working with
customers, the company’s engineers are
continuously looking at ways to contribute to
safer and more efficient ways of addressing
these complex challenges.
A first in the industry, Cameron’s unique
“electric” actuation control system on frac
trees minimizes the potential damage to
vulnerable hydraulic power units or to
lengthy, leak-prone hydraulic lines snaking

FLS-R gate valves used in Cameron’s frac trees are manufactured in-house at Cameron’s
state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities.
around equipment at the well site. In
addressing vibration issues, Cameron’s
second generation frac tree design will
reduce scaffolding requirements and assist
in minimizing non-productive downtime.
These new composite frac valve blocks
encase the valves in series, eliminating
multiple connections and leak paths that
could hinder production.
These innovations reflect Cameron’s
ongoing commitment to research and
development to provide solid equipment
to solve the difficult problems that come
with fracing.
Cameron is a leading provider of flow
equipment products, systems and services to
worldwide oil, gas and process industries.

Leveraging its global manufacturing,
engineering and sales and service network,
Cameron works with customers to control,
direct, adjust, process, measure and
compress pressures and flows.

Cameron
4646 W. Sam Houston Parkway North
Houston, TX 77041
Tel: 713-939-2211
Fax: 713-939-2753
Website: www.c-a-m.com
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Flotek focuses its services on reliability,
performance and value added technology

H

ouston-based Flotek Industries provides
value-added drilling, completion and
production products for conventional and
unconventional oil and gas reserves in both
domestic and international basins. Its focus
is on quality, reliability, performance, safety
and cost in all of its product lines, from
downhole drilling tools to chemical technologies and related logistics services, and
artificial lift solutions. Each of the company’s
divisions is committed to provide best-inclass technologies, cutting edge innovations
and solutions to its customers, and exceptional customer service.
Flotek manufactures, sells, rents and
inspects specialized equipment for use
in drilling, completion, production and
workover activities throughout the United
States and in several international markets.
The company’s rental tools include
stabilizers, drill collars, reamers, wipers,
jars, mud-motors, wireless drift indicators
and measurement while drilling tools.
Equipment sold to the industry includes
a wide array of mining equipment, custom
designed integral joint centralizers,
cementing accessories, assorted downhole
tools, replacement parts, and other custommanufactured parts from the company’s
machine shops.
The company’s specialty chemicals
division provides chemical technology
solutions to maximize recovery from both
new and mature fields. Development
of specialty chemicals with enhanced
performance characteristics to withstand
a wide range of downhole pressures,
temperatures and other well-specific
conditions is key to the success of this
division. Flotek utilizes a technical service
laboratory to focus on design, development
and testing of new chemical formulations
and enhancement of existing products, often
in cooperation with our customers.
Flotek’s logistics division designs, project
manages and operates automated bulk
material handling and loading facilities
for oilfield service companies. These bulk
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facilities handle products including sand
and other materials for well fracturing
operations, dry cement and additives for oil
and gas well cementing, and supplies and
materials that are blended to specifications
for use in oilfield operations.
Shell has been a long-time customer
of Flotek in its efforts to tap and optimally
produce unconventional tight gas resources.
Flotek’s downhole tools and specialty
chemicals have helped Shell efficiently
drill and fracture tight gas reservoirs in the
Haynesville shale and Green River basin and
the Pinedale basin in the Rocky Mountains.

Specialty oilfield chemicals
Flotek’s CESI Chemical division’s technologies
and solutions are focused on developing,
manufacturing and distributing a wide variety
of oil and gas specialty chemicals used in
both primary and secondary drilling and
completion efforts. Its unique and patented

chemistries are used in virtually the entire well
construction process, from drilling, cementing,
stimulation, acidizing and production.
Flotek also provides logistics technologies
for managing automated handling, loading
facilities and blending capabilities for energy
service companies.
Among the oilfield chemical products are
acid inhibitors, clay control chemicals, foaming
agents, gelling agents, crosslinkers, emulsifiers,
buffers, breakers and acid gellants.
Flotek’s key product is its patented, best-inclass Complex Nanofluids (microemulsifiers)
frac additives that are environmentally friendly
and are proven to significantly increase
production and well integrity in tight gas
and oil formations. CESI’s patented complex
nanofluid (CNF) technology can enhance
hydrocarbon production and recovery and
has been validated in laboratory and field
tests in oil and natural gas wells.
Laboratory tests of CNF included surface
property measurements, contact angle
measurements on new materials to optimize
performance, including testing of CNF on
shale, and a formation response test to
measure relative permeability to CNF formulas.
Based on comparisons of a forecast
cumulative present value at 20% discount of a
normalized CNF well versus a non-CNF well,
an operator can expect:
• 200% higher present value with CNF
• 240% greater 20-year hydrocarbon
recovery
• 160% longer fractures
• 300% better fracture length retention
• 125% higher maximum initial rates
• 220% more hydrocarbon per barrel of
produced water

Downhole tools and equipment

Flotek Industries’ CESI Chemical division’s patented
complex nanofluid (CNF) frac fluid additive significantly improves hydrocarbon production and
ultimate recovery.

Flotek continually focuses on its core
competencies, including designing,
manufacturing and distributing a diverse
inventory of downhole drilling equipment
with applications in oil and gas drilling as
well as mining, water and industrial drilling
applications. One of Flotek’s business drivers

Flotek Industries’ Evanston, Wyoming, yard manufactures a variety of downhole tools to service operators drilling conventional and unconventional resources in the
Rocky Mountain region.

is to enhance its position in the downhole
tool market in unconventional basins, where it
already has a strong presence in each of the
major U.S. shale basins. These areas include
Barnett, Eagle Ford, Granite Wash, Niobrara,
Marcellus, Woodford and Cana Woodford,
Utica, Haynesville, Fayetteville and Bakken.
Internationally, Flotek’s Teledrift product
line is operating in many key areas including
Saudi Arabia, Canada and Argentina.
With downhole tool operations located
in almost every key asset play in the United
States, operators are confident that Flotek
downhole tools will be available, the service
is going to be exceptional, and the pricing
will be competitive. Consistency is a key, and
operators know they can count on Flotek to
provide the best downhole tools and services
with consistent reliability, performance, costs,
safety and quality. This significant difference
is why operators continue to utilize Flotek’s
downhole tools, products and services when
looking for value.

Flotek provides more services to the
oil and gas industry
In addition to the wide variety of downhole
tools and specialty chemicals noted earlier,
Flotek also provides downhole survey and
measurement while drilling (MWD) tools
through its Teledrift division. Among Teledrift’s
tools are the patented Teledrift MWD tools
and the next generation ProShot MWD, a
self-contained positive pulse MWD tool used
for straight wellbore drilling.
Flotek’s downhole motor division, Cavo
Drilling Motors, has successfully expanded
its product line to include both sealed
bearing and mud lubricated motors to meet
the many applications needed for vertical
and directional drilling applications.
Artificial lift services and tools are offered
by Flotek Pump Services and Petrovalve,
including electric submersible pumps (ESP),
gas separators, production valves and
services. The patented Gas Separator is
particularly applicable for coalbed methane

production as it separates gas and water
downhole, ensuring that solution gas is
not lost in water production. The patented
Petrovalve optimizes pumping efficiency in
horizontal completions, heavy oil and wells
with a high gas to liquids ratio.

Flotek Industries
2930 W. Sam Houston Pkwy N.
Houston, Texas 77043
Tel: 713-849-9911
www.flotekind.com
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FMC Technologies offers cost and time saving
with innovative solutions

F

MC Technologies offers numerous
technologies and innovative solutions to
optimally, efficiently and economically drill
and complete wells in tight gas formations
while increasing personnel safety. Among
the company’s solutions aimed at tight gas
sand and shale operations is its Drilling Time
Optimization, or DTO, wellhead system
that can save as much as 25 hours of rig
time, especially when used in multi-well
drilling programs that are repetitive and
predictable. FMC’s fracturing and stimulation
technologies such as its frac trees provide
full control of the well during stimulation
operations while the company’s patented
Isolation Sleeve protects the wellhead and
valves from high pressures and prevents
erosion of the inside sealing surfaces in the
wellhead.
The Time and Efficiency, or TE, Manifold
offers time saving and pumping efficiencies
when stimulating multiple wells on a single
pad. FMC’s complete line of well service
pumps are designed from the bottom up
as opposed to tweaking an existing pump
for a particular application. The company’s
Articulating Frac Arm and Frac Arm Manifold
offer significant time and cost savings as
well as increased safety during stimulation
operations, reducing the number of workers
required to set up the system as well as
eliminating pipes and flowlines on the ground.
When it’s time to begin producing from
a tight gas formation, FMC’s line of Promass
Coriolis meters can accurately measure
the volume of gas and other hydrocarbons
produced.
In short, FMC Technologies’ products,
equipment and solutions provide added
value to the operators’ challenges in tight gas
formations. Not only is the company’s safety
record one of the best in the service industry,
but all of its solutions are aimed at mitigating
safety risk.
The company continually develops new
fracturing technology to provide an extensive
and proven product that is supported and
serviced by competent, responsive and safe
field service personnel.
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An FMC service technician prepares the frac tree on this 22-well pad operation. The Isolation Sleeve, frac
trees and TE Manifold are installed before the pump trucks and stimulation equipment are brought on location.

Drilling Time Optimization
The DTO wellhead system can save up
to 25 hours of rig time on each well,
translating into thousands of dollars of
savings, especially when applied to a multiwell program where similar well designs
are used repeatedly. DTO systems are ideal
also for fracturing operations as they are
specifically designed to be used with the
Isolation Sleeve system.
The DTO eliminates several steps in the
drilling process. It offers time savings during
installation and removal of the blowout
preventer (BOP) stack, landing the casing
hanger, and installing the tubing head. The
DTO also increases safety by eliminating
the need for cutting torches and hammer
wrenches. The quick connect allows BOPs to
be attached in minutes, saving rig time and
increasing worker safety by avoiding exposure
to otherwise hazardous locations on the rig.
The DTO additionally eliminates several
steps in the installation process that are
common to conventional wellhead installations,
and installation time is reduced up to 25
hours, depending on the system used.
Steps eliminated during installation of the
DTO include waiting on cement; cutting and
draining the conductor; rough cutting and

prepping the surface casing; welding the
casing head; nippling up the BOP flanged
connection; and nippling up the tubing
spool flanged connection.

Industry-Leading Frac Valves
and Trees
FMC’s frac valves and trees provide the
operator with full, secure control of the
well during stimulation operations. Trained
service technicians install the trees with
safety platforms after the rig leaves the
wellsite. Equipment, including 5,000- to
15,000-psi frac valves in standard oilfield
sizes ranging from 4- to 7-in., is maintained
at service locations near all major
unconventional gas and oil basins.
The valve’s bidirectional seals hold
pressure between frac stages. Sand trap
seals can withstand severe 100 mesh sand
applications and minimize sand intrusion
into the valve body to protect the primary
seals, minimizing valve damage and seat
pocket erosion.

Frac Isolation Sleeve
When operators are challenged by frac
stimulation pressures that exceed the
production pressure, there typically are three

solutions. One is to purchase expensive
wellhead equipment equal to the frac
pressure; a second solution is to isolate the
wellhead and tree from the frac pressure
with a tree saver tool. And a third is to
isolate the wellhead from the frac pressure
with FMC’s patented Isolation Sleeve.
The Isolation Sleeve is suitable for
applications ranging from 5,000- to 15,000psi pumping pressures and allows operators
to temporarily stimulate at pressures above
the tubing head pressure rating. The sleeve
helps protect a critical but often overlooked
part of every frac job, the inside sealing
surfaces of the wellhead. Over 1,000 frac
jobs have been successfully performed using
the Isolation Sleeve in tight gas basins across
North America.
The Isolation Sleeve protects the inside
of the entire tubing head and is retained by
load shoulder and lockdown screws. FMC’s
proprietary seals are rated for up to 15,000psi and provide redundancy sealing. The

sleeve also can be installed and retrieved
through the frac tree under pressure. The sleeve
and frac trees are installed off-line by FMC
service technicians—so there is no downtime
for rigs or pressure pumping equipment.

Drill-Through Wellheads
FMC’s Unihead drill-through wellheads
allow deeper drilling and longer wells
without having to remove the BOP. An
operator can run and hang two to four
casing strings without the safety hazards
and expensed time of nippling down the

BOP and installing an additional wellhead
spool. The drill-through design allows each
casing string to be landed using mandrel
hangers inside the wellhead, eliminating the
need to remove BOPs, cut casing and install
slips. The BOP remains in place when the
casing is landed and cemented, providing
full well control.
Because the BOP does not need to
be picked up to land the casing, workers
are kept out of harm’s way since they do
not have to work in the cellar below the
suspended BOP.

Below: Isolation Sleeve being installed
into a well before fracturing. Upper right:
This three-valve TE Manifold connects each
well independently to the stimulation equipment and can be connected to additional
TE Manifolds for pads with multiple wells.
The Manifold allows simultaneous frac operations to continue easily while wireline or
perforating operations are done on other
wells, without the need to wait for piping to
be disconnected and reconnected.
Lower Right: The frac trees and safety
platforms are installed offline, without tying
up rig time.
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The packoffs use an expanding latch
ring to hold the casing hangers in place,
replacing the need for lockdown screws.
The latch ring can be set and unset from the
rig floor, saving an additional 5-10 hours of
rig time compared with lockdown screws.
The Unihead equipment is also specially
designed to have the Isolation Sleeve easily
and quickly installed.

TE Manifold
FMC’s small footprint TE Manifold reduces
overall fracturing time and improves
pumping efficiencies when stimulating
multiple wells on a single pad. The
manifold is available in a variety of
configurations with 4- to 7-in. valves. The
manifold lets the operator isolate each well
to safely perform simultaneous operations,
such as running wireline tools or pumping
down perforating guns while the next well
is stimulated, resulting in a factory type of
stimulation operation. The manifold hooks
up easily before pumping operations
begin and allows continuous pumping on
multi-well stimulations. Moreover, once
the equipment is set up, there are fewer
connections to attach and remove between
frac jobs, reducing liquid leakage.
The TE Manifold has been used
successfully on operations from 2- to 22-well
pads and at pump rates from 35 to 100
bbl/min. On one 22-well pad, 500,000
bbl of water and 17 million lbs of sand
were pumped in a total of 130 stages with
no manifold or valve issues. Frac pressures
varied from 4,500-psi to 8,500-psi.

Key features include a long stroke and
higher rod load capacity for increased fluid
pumping capacity at slower speeds, thus
extending the life of all major components.
The unique design of the connecting rod/
crosshead knuckle joint maximizes the bearing
area, resulting in extreme durability, especially
in high rod loading and sand-out situations.
Special attention was given to improving
lubrication of all moving parts. The crosshead/
connecting rod is lubricated from two sides.
Additionally, independent stuffing boxes
extend equipment life and lower life cycle
operating costs. To eliminate the problems
of conventional stay rods and reduce power

end structural failures, FMC developed a
through fluid-end tie-bolt connection.

Articulating Frac Arm
Traditional methods of connecting pump
trucks to a manifold trailer require each
pump truck to carry disassembled pipe and
flowlines racked on the truck. Assembly
and disassembly is required for each job,
a procedure estimated to take about 30
minutes per truck. It also increases risk
to personnel who move heavy iron and
subjects them to the risks associated with
make-up and break out of the lines. A
“typical” frac job often requires ten trucks
each with a two-man crew.
A better solution developed by FMC
is the Articulating Frac Arm (AFA), a
preassembled piping system that extends
from the frac truck to the manifold with
significantly less effort and time as well as
increased safety since the clutter of flowlines
on the ground is eliminated. Since the AFA
does not touch the ground, the result is
cleaner piping and threaded connections.
LEFT: This 2,400-HP Triplex Well Service Pump is
specially designed for fracturing, acidizing and
matrix stimulation applications and can deliver
flow rates up to 50 barrels per minute at pressures
up to 20,000-psi.

Well Service Pumps
FMC offers a complete line of Well Service
Pumps, including the 2,400-HP Triplex
and the 2,700-HP Quintuplex models
designed for fracturing, acidizing and
matrix stimulation applications. The high
pressure plunger pumps are capable of
delivering flow rates up to 50 bbl/min at
pressures up to 20,000-psi. The added
value of the company’s Well Service Pumps
is a reduction in total life cycle costs due to
several key features incorporated into the
pumps, including finite element analysis,
computational fluid dynamic modeling and
rigorous qualification testing procedures.
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The Articulating Frac Arm is a pre-assembled piping system that extends from the frac truck to the manifold,
requiring significantly less effort and eliminating the clutter of flow iron on the ground.

Several degrees of freedom are built
into the AFA, eliminating fatigue loading
due to binding. Because the AFA bridges
the truck to the manifold, it remains free of
mud and the piping does not wear from
being pounded against the ground during
fracing operations. The connections remain
clean and easy to assemble. Only one
connection is rigged up or down for each
pumping unit. Additionally, the system can
be extended and connected to the manifold
by only one person with minimal effort in a
matter of minutes.
Several stimulation and pumping companies
have purchased the AFA to mount on the back
of their pump trucks to test the concept in field
applications. They quickly found that the AFA
significantly improved speed, connection
costs and safety. Their experience resulted in
connection time being reduced from about 30
minutes per truck to about two minutes.

For situations in which the weight of
pump trucks is near legal weight limits, FMC
developed the Articulating Frac Arm Manifold
(AFAM) as an alternative to installing ten AFAs
on ten separate pump trucks designed to
connect to a single ten-stage manifold trailer.
Analysis indicated that there was sufficient
weight allowance to accommodate the
AFA on a manifold trailer. Additionally, the
manifold trailer removed the AFA weight on
the pump trucks, thus reducing the number of
trucks requiring heavy load permits each year.
The result is increased efficiency and safety as
well as reduced permitting costs.

Coriolis Metering Systems
During well testing and production of new
and producing wells in liquid rich and dry
gas formations, FMC’s Promass Coriolis
Meters can measure critical details such
as flow rate, temperature, pressure, fluid
properties and composition. In addition to
providing accurate measurement for federal,
state and local royalties and taxes, live data
collected by the meters help monitor surface
and reservoir activity with greater accuracy,
improving production efficiency.
LEFT: The Temporary Pipeworks Restraint (TPR)
System for high-pressure well service flow lines
provides an additional level of protection for
personnel and physical assets by minimizing the
amount of sudden movement should there be an
unexpected separation in a flow line while under
pressure. The FMC TPR System can be untied anywhere along the flow line and quickly re-installed
after the leaking connection is addressed.
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Water
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Vapor Recovery

Production Separator

Water Treatment

Promass Coriolis Meter
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Among the benefits of the FMC Promass
meter is the high speed digital signal
processing, which allows for flow rate to
update 50 times a second and density
twice a second. The dual, slightly bent
tubes of the Promass oscillate at very high
frequencies improving signal-to-noise ratio
and immunity to pipeline noise. This design
eliminates cross-talk of meters while ensuring
optimum speed and accuracy.
Routine recalibration of the meter is
unnecessary due to the construction of the
sensor and rated secondary containment.
Because of the rigid structure and geometry
of the sensor, no additional pipe supports or
brackets are needed for installation, saving
expensive costs of installation. The Promass
has been interfaced to many of today’s
leading PLCs, flow computers, batching
controllers, and SCADA systems for ease
of vertical integration into any of today’s IT
infrastructures and business systems.
Every FMC Promass Coriolis Meter is
calibrated against a primary gravimetric weigh
scale and tested at an ISO 17025 certified
facility, making them the leading edge of
today’s petroleum measurement equipment.

Heater Treater

Tank Dewatering

To
LACT
Gathering
Pipeline

Promass Coriolis Meters play a critical part in oil and gas processing systems by measuring flow streams to
ensure federal, state, and local royalties are accurately captured and to collect live production data to improve
production efficiency.

FMC Technologies
1803 Gears Road
Houston, Texas 77067
Tel: 281-591-4000
www.fmctechnologies.com
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Nabors’ Rigs and Technology support Shell’s growing
Presence in Shale and Unconventional Drilling

S

ince the early 2000s, Nabors Drilling
USA has been the exclusive provider of
rigs for Shell’s onshore drilling programs in the
U.S. Lower 48 States. The two companies
have forged a “partnership” that allows joint
focus on continuous improvement in HSE, drilling efficiency and substantial advancements in
technology development and application.
“In response to the ongoing trend of
drilling in the Shale Plays, Nabors USA has
built and customized a number of new rigs
for Shell, working in various regions,” said
Randy Clark, Vice President of Marketing,
Southern Division. “Working closely with
Shell, we have added modifications and
enhancements to rigs over the years that
reflected the leading edge of technology

and fit-for-purpose designs that allowed
Shell to enter new areas and quickly reduce
drilling and cycle times and consistently
achieve ‘top quartile’ drilling performance.”
Working together in the Pinedale Field
in the 2004-05 time period, Nabors
provided new-build rigs with one of the first
skid packages in the country, and quickly
followed by adding automated power
tongs and catwalks to the rigs. Nabors then
followed Shell into the Barnett, Haynesville,
Marcellus and Eagle Ford Shale Plays.
In each case, Nabors provided latest
generation rigs and equipment, including
PACE (Programmable AC Electric) Rigs and
specially advanced conventional SCR rigs,
equipped with AC Top Drives.

Nabors Rig F34 drilling for Shell in the Haynesville Shale near Mansfield, Louisiana.
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“We also worked closely with Shell
to provide all rigs with the application
of exclusive technology developed by
Nabors USA sister company Canrig Drilling
Technology,” said Clark. “The addition of
ROCKIT® technology has provided improved
ROP during directional drilling while the
DRILLSMART™ auto-driller provides improved
ROP and consistent replication of holes in
the vertical section.”
Nabors’ and Shell have placed increasing
attention in the past year to the Marcellus
Play along with substantial ramp-up of rigs
in the Haynesville and Eagle Ford Shale
Plays. For the three areas combined, Shell is
operating 17 Nabors rigs, and additional
rigs are planned. The two companies work
closely to schedule new rigs into each area,
focusing on the right equipment, fit-for-purpose
modifications and technology, crew training
and seamless start-up.
On three separate occasions, Nabors
USA rigs have earned Shell’s esteemed
“Land Rig of the Year.” In evaluating the land
rig fleet for this highest level of recognition,
Shell considers several “Key Performance
Indicators,” including safety and environmental
performance, operating efficiency and joint
engagement and teamwork.
As with Nabors USA, Nabors’ Well
Servicing division is eager to continue their
lasting relationship with Shell.
“Nabors Well Services and Shell have
enjoyed a partnership in South Texas
for over 20 years,” said Robby Nelson,
Director of Business Development—Nabors
Well Services. “We look to build on our
long-standing affiliation with Shell and
transfer both of our prior success and
lessons learned to their new operating
area. We have recently opened a yard in
Asherton, which is located within 10 miles
of Shell’s Pilancillo Ranch project that will
provide fluid logistics, pipe storage, well
service rigs and various transport services
to the Western portion of the Eagle Ford
play. We have no doubt that there will be
successful results from this area in which we
are both accustomed.”

Nabors Well Services is currently
working in the top producing shales in the
U.S., including the Bakken, Eagle Ford,
Haynesville, Barnett and Marcellus.

Above the 48
Groundbirch, a tight gas reserve play,
lies in a remote area of North Eastern
British Columbia (BC), Canada. There are
numerous logistical challenges that must be
met in order to tap into this reserve to make
it commercially viable. To be successful in
productivity and safety, a step change
was needed.
Traditionally, due to the nature of the
weather and lack of accessibility during spring
thaw, rigs may work around 240 days per
year. With the construction of larger pads and
a commitment on Shell’s part, these rigs now
work over 340 days per year. This continuous
work program allows Nabors and Shell to
introduce new ideas in the field that would
not normally produce significant results in a
sporadic work environment.
“This ‘drilling factory’ approach is
paramount in building a qualified, highly
trained workforce,” said Joe Bruce, President
and CEO – Nabors Canada. “We are
able to ensure the continuity of crews while
building a safe work ethic.”
Nabors and Shell constructed a new
state-of-the-art PACE rig complete with a
stomper style moving system, umbilical,
pull down system, integrated AC top drive,
hydraulic catwalk with wheels and numerous
programmable features such as ROCKIT®.
“We currently operate three rigs in the
Groundbirch area,” explained Bruce. “These
types of moving system rigs are highly
efficient and versatile and are particularly
suited to pad drilling. The use of cranes and
trucks while moving between wells on a pad
is virtually eliminated, leading to significant
savings in rig move costs. The ability to batch
drill these wells minimizes non-productive time
such as laying down and picking up drill
pipe, transferring fluids, waiting on cement
and welding on casing bowls. These, and
other efficiencies, greatly contribute to a safe,
more productive worksite.”
Shell’s introduction of controlled balance
drilling was new to this area. Having been
proven to be successful particularly in

Nabors Well Services Millennium Rig working in South Texas.

Pinedale, this technology was brought to the
Groundbirch program. Nabors was able to
work in conjunction with Shell to adapt their
rigs to accommodate specially designed mud
gas separators. This also added to overall
time reductions in the drilling of these wells.
“These major changes have resulted in a
reduction in average well times leading to
significant cost savings,” said Bruce. “We
have 4,500-meter wells that were taking
an average of 30-35 days to drill that are
now drilling an average of 15-18 days.
Along with the increase in productivity, safety
has also shown a significant improvement.
Rig 97 was awarded the CAODC Safety
Excellence Award for 2010 having
demonstrated outstanding safety leadership
not only at the rig level, but to sub-contactors,
service companies and suppliers who may

be present on the worksite resulting in no
recordable incidents in 2010.”
With the step by step approach, Nabors
Canada, Shell and its workforce have
enjoyed a successful program that has led to
many milestones, including a TRIF rating of
0.37 and rig move averages of 2.6 days.
“Nabors will continue to create
opportunities for Shell,” said Bruce. “Wherever
the action is, we will be in the middle of it.”

Nabors Industries Ltd.
515 W. Greens Road, Suite 1000
Houston, TX 77067
Tel: (281) 874-0035
www.nabors.com
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FLOW CHANNEL FRACTURING SERVICE: A NEW PARADIGM FOR THE
STIMULATION OF LOW-PERMEABILITY OIL, TIGHT GAS FORMATIONS
HiWAY Service Combines Geochemical Modeling with Advanced Fiber
Technology, Fit-for-Purpose Surface Equipment to Achieve ‘Infinite’
Fracture Conductivity and increase effectively stimulated rock volume.

W

hat is shaping up to be a gamealtering technique for the hydraulic
fracturing of low-permeability oil and tight gas
formations is now being expanded successfully
into the burgeoning shale plays in the U.S.
At the core of this paradigm change is
the Schlumberger HiWAY* flow-channel
hydraulic fracturing technique, which
engineers stable flow channels in the frac
proppant pack, creating “highways” for
hydrocarbon flow throughout the fractures
and back to the well bore.

With the HiWAY service, oil and
gas rates are decoupled from the actual
permeability of the proppant pack. Rather
than flowing through the proppant pack
itself, as with conventional fractures, the
HiWAY service permits hydrocarbons to
flow virtually unimpeded through channels
created in the proppant pack. This
mitigates conductivity impediments caused
by fluid damage, multiphase flow, and
non-Darcy effects. Field studies conducted
by Schlumberger indicate that fractures

completed this way can attain a condition
of “infinite fracture conductivity.”
Schlumberger continues to build proof
that the HiWAY service can be used to
tackle most all lithologies, provided the
balance between rock competency and in
situ stresses is adequate to maintain open
channels within the fractures.
More than 2,100 fracturing stages have
been pumped with the HiWAY service to date,
with virtually no proppant flowback issues.
Also important is that the HiWAY service has
attained a 100:1 reduction in near-wellbore
screenouts when compared to proppant
placement results – in the same reservoirs –
using conventional fracturing techniques. These
reductions alone have a significant bottom-line
impact by improving operational efficiency
and eliminating remedial costs.

HiWAY boosts production

Conventional
fracturing

HiWAY flow-channel
fracturing

The HiWAY technique creates highly conductive flow channels, so hydrocarbon flow is no
longer limited by proppant pack conductivity.
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The HiWAY service has enabled increases
in initial production – often exceeding 25%
— and in estimated long-term recovery —
typically more than15%.
Under development since 2003, the
HiWAY service has undergone meticulous
laboratory and field testing. Actual field
applications began in 2007 for stimulating
single and multi-layered oil and gas wells
in sandstone reservoirs. In Argentina1, for
example, a HiWAY-treated low-permeability
well in the Loma la Lata field (Neuquen
Basin) posted an average initial production
rate of 8.9 mmcf/d compared to 6.4
mmcf/d from a number of similar wells
stimulated conventionally. Also, after two
years of cumulative production time, the
HiWAY well had produced 4.5 bcf of gas
compared with an average of 3.5 bcf from
the conventionally treated wells.
Meanwhile, wells fractured with the
HiWAY technique in northern Mexico (Burgos
Basin), and in Russia (Western Siberia) also
yielded positive production results.

Channeling unconventional reservoirs

HiWAY channel fracturing: Frac fluid is pumped using PodSTREAK or SuperPOD blenders.
Proppant is pumped in pulses.
Since it was commercialized in 2010,
the HiWAY technique has been applied in
vertical wells for economically stimulating
sandstone and carbonate reservoirs in several
regions of the world, including the U.S. Rocky
Mountains (Johah field), where complex tight
gas sands require multi-stage completions
(typically 10 to 16) – with the deepest stages
at more than 12,000 ft; and in oil plays such
as central Mexico (Chicontepec) and Oman
(Al-Noor). Initial production results in these
areas were superior to those delivered with
conventional techniques.
Plans for the near future include
implementation in Saudi Arabia, Algeria,
Egypt and Canada, among other countries.
As noted, Schlumberger also has
expanded the HiWAY service to include
unconventional oil and gas plays in the U.S.,
with successful applications already under way
in the Eagle Ford shale as described later.
Recent trials also have been conducted in the
Bakken and Barnett shales, and preparations
are ongoing for application in the Marcellus
and other major U.S. shale plays.

The HiWAY way
A geomechanical model developed specifically
for the HiWAY service has been incorporated
into the Schlumberger fracture design tools. The
company’s proprietary FracCADE* fracturing

design and evaluation software is used to
qualify HiWAY service for a specific reservoir.
A pre-fracturing completion strategy,
or perforation placement plan, is then
engineered to promote channel formation.
The perforation scheme consists of clusters
of perforations separated by non-perforated
intervals, which is important to achieve
more uniform distribution of the proppant
conglomerates across the fracture height and
to attain optimum channel geometry.
A gelled fracturing fluid and a fit-for-purpose
fiber are combined continuously at the well site
using specialized mixing equipment. Proppant
is added intermittently in high-frequency pulses,
each proppant-laden pulse followed by a slug
of proppant-free gelled fluid. The company’s
PodSTREAK* stimulation blending, monitoring,
and control unit or SuperPOD* blenders are
used for these operations.
The proprietary fiber employed with the
HiWAY service helps keep the proppant
pulses cohesive, preventing them from
dispersing as they are conveyed from the
surface down into the completion. It also
improves the fluid-proppant-fiber slurry’s
carrying capacity to transport the proppant
pulses more smoothly. And lastly, the fiber
helps to suspend the pulses within the
factures, thereby preventing proppant from
settling before the fractures close.

Working in the Hawkville Field near Cotulla,
Tex., the field’s operator had the goal of
increasing gas and condensate production
from the Eagle Ford2 formation. The formation
poses difficult challenges with fracture
gradients ranging from 0.91 to 1.00 psi/
ft and bottomhole temperatures ranged from
270°F to 325°F at depths of 10,000 to
13,000 ft. Permeabilities are in the range
of 200 nD to 600 nD, and porosities range
from 6% to 10%. Bottomhole pressures range
7,000 to 10,000 psi, and Young’s Modulus
range between 2.0 to 4.5 Mpsi.
Horizontal Eagle Ford wells are
traditionally treated as a recent switch
to hybrid treatments has led to moderate
improvements. Two wells, one gas and one
condensate, were treated using the HiWAY
flow-channel fracturing technique. The results
showed that the HiWAY-treated gas well had
37% higher initial production than the best
offset wells. And the condensate well had
32% better production compared to its best
offset. The increases in production that were
attained for the first two wells have been
confirmed in a field-wide study comprising
fifty wells. More than 1,000 stages have
been completed with HiWAY service for
seven companies operating in the Eagle Ford
formation to date.
*Mark of Schlumberger
1 Gillard,

M.R.; Medvedev, O.; Peña, A.; Medvedev,
A.; Penacorada, F.; D’Huteau, E. A New Approach
to Generating Fracture Conductivity. SPE Paper
135034. SPE Annual Technical Conference and
Exhibition. Florence, Italy. 20-22 September 2010

2

Rhein, T.; Loayza, M.; Kirkham, B.; Oussoltsev,
D.; Altman, R.; Viswanathan, A.; Peña, A.;
Indriati, S.; Grant, D.; Hanzik, C.; Pittenger, J.;
Tabor, L.; Makarychev, S. and Mikhaylov, A.
Channel Fracturing in Horizontal Wellbores: the
New Edge of Stimulation Techniques in the Eagle
Ford Formation. SPE Paper 145403. SPE Annual
Technical Conference and Exhibition. Denver, USA.
October 30 - November 2, 2011

Schlumberger
300 Schlumberger Dr,
Sugar Land, TX 77478
Tel: + 1 281-285-8500
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Halliburton fluids helped Shell reduce drilling time
60 percent; make Pinedale one of America’s top five
natural gas fields

B

eginning as early as 1939, numerous
companies probed the ninety square miles
of the Pinedale Anticline. For decades, the
results were so variable that the economics of
drilling were hard to judge. As a result, drilling
efforts were spotty – despite gas reserves
estimated at many trillions of cubic feet.
Among the factors affecting Pinedale
economics: high pressure and wellbore stability
issues that required extra casing strings.
By 2000, Pinedale wells were costing,
on average, a million dollars more than wells
in the nearby Jonah field. Shell worked with
Halliburton to explore ways to address these
issues and improve drilling economics.
With pore pressures in the Pinedale
Anticline reaching 16.5+ lb/gal, Halliburton
recommended its clay-free INTEGRADE®
fluid system. This innovative fluid helped
Shell reduce hole instability, drilling time and
environmental impact.
The INTEGRADE system has a lighter
formulation than conventional oil-based fluids.
This makes it ideal for Pinedale’s geology.
It contains 33 percent less base oil than
competing fluids, yet it provides significantly
higher performance.
“Shell was one of the first operators to use
a clay-free, invert emulsion fluid in the Rocky
Mountains,” said Cooper Harrelson, Technical
Manager at Halliburton. “Shell wanted to
prevent problems caused by swelling clays
and occasional water intrusions in the area.
In addition, Shell wanted to make the holes
smaller to improve drilling time, so controlling
swelling was crucial.”

Record Drilling Time
In the first well where Shell used the
INTEGRADE drilling system, Shell beat its
previous record drilling time by seven days.
“Because the INTEGRADE system has fewer
solids, it enables faster drilling than conventional
oil-based muds. It also takes less energy to
circulate, translating into less friction and stress
on the wellbore,” said Walter Sarcletti, Principal
Technical Professional at Halliburton.
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Clay-Free System Resilient to
Contaminants
“The omission of clay also makes the
INTEGRADE fluid system less susceptible to
water intrusion,” said Harrelson. During an
unplanned waterflood, the fluid’s stability
helped Shell maintain high performance and
avoid well collapse.

and drill narrower wellbores. This increased
the rate of penetration significantly and helped
Shell reduce average drilling days from 30 to
just 12, saving millions of dollars in the process.
Based on the value that Halliburton
provided in the pilot well, Shell awarded
Halliburton more than 100 additional fluids
projects.

Better Completions Reduce
Operating Costs

Better Economics Turn Potential
into Profit

Utilizing Halliburton Baroid’s industry-leading
drilling fluids graphics (DFGTM) software
suite, Halliburton collaborated with Shell
to optimize flow rates before and during
drilling. This helped Shell increase rates of
penetration, reduce circulation losses and
enhance hole quality. This, in turn, improved
logging, casing and cementing operations.
“The INTEGRADE system, in combination
with the right bit technology, provided
Shell with excellent drilling efficiency and
performance in Pinedale,” said Sarcletti.
The INTEGRADE system’s stability also
enabled Shell to eliminate extra casing strings

Halliburton’s clay-free drilling fluids helped
Shell turn potential into profit. Today,
Pinedale is one of the five largest natural gas
producing areas in the United States. It should
provide 10 million homes with enough power
to last 30 years.

Halliburton
Website: www.halliburton.com

COMPANY PROFILE Stallion Oilfield Services, Ltd.

Stallion Oilfield Services provides total wellsite support

S

tallion Oilfield Services provides total
wellsite support, production and logistical
services to oil and gas operators nationwide.
The company provides all of the
ancillary services surrounding the well, so
operators and downhole service providers
can Stay Well FocusedSM.
Based in Houston, Texas, Stallion’s
services include onshore and offshore

workforce accommodations, remote camp
complexes, surface rental equipment, solids
control equipment, wellsite construction,
fluids handling and logistics and
communications services.
Like many companies, Stallion is
growing and expanding its operations in
shale and tight gas plays. Stallion is one of
Shell’s providers mainly in the Haynesville,
Eagle Ford, Marcellus
and Rocky Mountain
regions. The company
is currently providing
wellsite accommodations
for rig supervisors, mud
engineers and directional
personnel. Stallion is also
providing associated
equipment, such as water
and sewer systems,

generators and light towers. Specifically
in the North Louisiana Haynesville play,
Stallion is one of Shell’s providers of water
and produced water hauling and disposal.
From solids control technology to auxiliary
surface rental equipment to site construction,
Stallion provides customers a one stop
service option for the total life of a well.

Stallion Oilfield Ser vices, Ltd.
950 Corbindale Rd, Suite 300
Tel: (713) 528-5544
Fax: (713) 528-1276
Website: www.stallionoilfield.com
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